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ffe® imucity of lnfoj?Biatlcm in regard to «iie organo-
setftllio eoapounds of th® group VIII elements aakes a st^y 
of these o^spoundfl hii^ly desix^ble* fhe ready aTall&bility 
of iii^n, eobalt, nickel, and their inorganic co^ounda, 
aakea the preparation of their (»>ganoiietalliQ deriTatives 
of partisttlar interest. This thesia waa undertaken in an 
effort to prepare mom typical or®anoaetallic deriTati?## 
of the group VXII ele^nts and to determine soiBe of l^ir 
p^pertiee* Greatest attention was centered on attes^ts to 
prepare organoiron compounds, as irtni is tl^ cheapest of all 
the ssetals* 
HISTORICAL 
Th« first oi^aiaoiMrt»lllo coa(po%md of th9 group VIII 
elemn%& to be prepared was trlaetli^lplatinuia iodide, 
eot^ound was prepared by Pope and Peaohy (1) through the aotlcm 
of an ether solution of anhydrous platinio chloride on a oold 
ether-benzene solution of aethyliaagnesiuffl iodide. A. coo-
sidei^ble excess of aethyli^neaiuffi iodide was required, 
about twice as i»ioh as is indicated by the following equationi 
PtGl^+ 5 CH^1%I .{GH^)^PtI+2 %Cl2+ 2 %Ig 
friaethylplatiimua iodide ia a brij^t yellOT oi?yetalliae 
powder, froely soluble in hot benzezie or chlorofom. It is 
readily soluble in eold ethyl broside or arait^l iodide. It 
is insoluble in water and very spiringly soluble in ether^ 
aloohol, aeetone, or light petroleum ether. It crystallises 
in he:^igonal plates which apparently belong to tJie oubio 
: systea. fhe substance is not attacked in cold iodii^ 
or broffllne, nor concentrated acids or allimlis* Gonoentz^ted 
nitric acid dissolres it slcmly on heating gm& eoi evaporating 
the solution a white residue which explodes on further heat> 
ing is obtained. Trisethylplatiiasfi iodide decosposes gradu­
ally on heating in a point tube and deeoffi^sltiim 
(1) (a) Pope and Peachy, J. Chea* Soc.. 2S* 571(1909)i 
(b) Prop. Chea. 23, 86(1^07). 
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appears to to® eoraplot© at 250®G, On heating in an open flaa» 
tl^ laitnui with a smoky, luz^d flame, leaving a resi­
due of aietallie platinm. 
Wi^to triraettiylplatinira iodide fca* a starting laaterial. 
Pope and Peaehy (la) prepared a series of tx^^thylplatinuiB 
eo^poimds. D^amiBii^tzdiMthylplatinyas iodide was prepaid 
heating triaeth|lp1^tiii»Q ic^ide wil^ a mixture of hen^ene^ 
alooholy and eoneentrated assionius I^^droxide. Hiis ooii^pound 
is a white, erystalline mterial, slightly soluble in water, 
ooderately solfible in benxei^ or ether, and dissolves rery 
readily in alcohol, ethyl acetate, or acetonei it is praoti-
oally is^luhle in ehlorofor® or li^t etoer. It 
yields free on fixating with potassiua hydxmide. 
friaethylplatimia hydroxide was px^pa^red l9(y boiling; a 
solution of trtmthylplatiftt2B iodide in aoist acel^3»e with 
silver ij^f^xide. This expound fosms eo3x»rless traz»parent 
plates whioh ai^ fairly soluble in ether, aleotujl, aoetca», 
ethyl aee^te, ohlorofcww, or bens^Hie* It is insoluble in 
water, altelis, or light petroleua ether. It is not attacked 
in the cold by mineral aoids<. 
frimthylplatiiaiffl sulphate, [{Cfi^)^Pt]^SO^.aH^O, was 
prepared boiling equivalent q^mntities of triaetli^lplatii&ia 
i^ide and silver sulpha^ in sK^ist aoetone«bensene soluticm. 
This oos^ound foinss s^ll, colorless, rectangular plates* It 
is i^adily soluble in water, alcohol, or acetone, but pmoti-
cally insoluble la benzene, light petroleum etiier, ether, or 
^9-
flMi asbstaEKs© ©ont&ins two »ol©cwl©s of wator 
of ©Install Izatleoa iihioh it retains on heatir^ to 
frinetbylpiatiEBiffi nitrate was prepared thm aeticm 
of hot ©oneentrated aitz^e aoid on tri®&thylplatimiffl i^ydroicidej 
and also the action of laarium nitrate on an aqueous solu* 
tion of triaethylplatinuB sulphate, fhis cospmiM forsHS 
eolorless, crystalllr:w plates which ai^ i^adily soluble la 
water, fhe ooapmiiaS was found to be so highly delicpescent 
that analysis was attainted. 
friffia^ylplatinaai ohloH-de was prepared precii^-
tating an aciiftsous soluticm of the nitrate or mtlphate with 
potasslMsi #iloride or dissoliring the hydroxide in alo(^X 
ac^ eimporating to dryaess after addition of hydic^hlorlo acid, 
the Chloride is pfmetieally insoluble in water, dissolTes very 
si^iristgly in acetone, alcohol, or ethyl acetate, and is aoder-
ately soluble in bensene or ohlorofora. The mibstance C3?ys-
tallises froffl chlorofojra in colorless, rho@bie Aodemh^rti, 
which belong to the cubic systea. 3^der photograj^ of tri-
chloride indicate a b(^ center^ cuMe lattiee 
( t ) .  
Fotassiuai triieethylplatinio platinocyanide was obtained 
in an ii^re fora Iqr adding potassius platinocyanide to an 
a<iueot2S soltttion of trii»ithylplatiiit^ nitra^* fhis substance 
was fouM to be insoluble in wa^r and the u«t»l ors&»ic sol-
C2) Cox and Webster, g. Kriat,. 56lil93^)/g, 4. sSl* 
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Tents th« exception of acetone and alcohol» in whieh it 
dissolTed freelyi l»it on evaporation of its sol^ticme it re-
mii^ a# an asorphoftis, resinous film of a greenish-yalloir 
color* 
Kon# of the c^^otuads of trira»yiylplatii»»a prepared 
I 
Fqp0 and Peaohey (la) wertt characteriaad lay SHiltins poiata. U 
They andenrent deccKsposition on heating withcmt 5^1 ting# Fope 
and Feaohey {la) gave no yields of piH^wcts in lytie various 
timnsforfflntions dsscril  ^fey thea. 
ttenziee (3) obtained seven an& onS'-half grass of tri-
sMK^iylaplstinaa iodide tnm twenty grams of chlort^iaMnio 
^ i 
acid a s^dification of the is^thod of Pop® an  ^ P^ehey Cla)« 
As he was ansble to dissolve anl^rous platinlc chloride in 
di  ^ether, he dissolved the salt in the ainlmm ^lantity of [ 
! 
absolute alcohol and add  ^ this solution to a l&rs» exeemm of ' 
laethylaagnesiuffl iodide. 
Startir  ^with tH.B»thylplatinus iodide, Menzies C3)» 
and Mmsies and Wiltshire (4) pz^pax  ^a series of chelate 
derimtives of trisethylplatinuffi with ;sAdilEet<»ies and 
ketonie esters, fhe chelate derivatives of 1irimthytpXmtS,mm 
with acetylaeetone, dipropionyla©thane, and ethyl acetoaeetate 
are white ci^stallir» anibstances soluble in o*Baaie solvents, 
frisethylplatinaii bensoylacetone was prepared only in an ispure 
t&rm* Thmae eoispotmda were prepaid by the reaction of trl* 
<3) asnaies, Cheat, 565<1928). (4) Menzies and Wiltshire, ibid.. 21(1933). 
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lodid® with th« eorrespoMitig ehelat© de»iya-
tlir© of thallitta. Th« coapoimdfi d© not have definite felting 
point# hut do haT« wmtimr definite deeospoeition points* 
I*^nyiplatiiiian h5P<Hd.de z^sulte by the action of ftoenyl-
»agasslt» hrc^d# on an etli^r solution of dehydrated toofflMi-
plstinie acid (Si­
lo oi^anoplatimaa coapound ie fora^d hy the aotioii of 
the nasoent e^yl radioal, prc^lueed by eleotx^lyaie of the 
O^B[^^g^Zii<Ogi^>2-fiy8tea, m a platii»iB anode <6). Oil drops 
are foraed at the anode» Iwt theae are profciihly dtie to poly­
merization of ti^ ethyl radical thro*;^ interaiediate adsorption 
on t^e platinns aiKide, as the anode is eoiQjletely unaffected* 
tn an earlier atteiapt to prepstre an or^implatliitsi 
oc^poisad, J^okton (7) ohwrved that diethylzinc reacted vigor-
oualy platlnic ohloride with deposition of platimis black 
ajid with evolution of a gas* Fi^u^land (8) fcuM that tlw 
Mlide coffipoui^e of platimtm reacted violently wil  ^dietl^l* , X. 
zinc Tmt the orsanic ^s^up did not unite with platimis* 
However, wl^n he iieated platlnoua chloride in contact with the 
chloride of oaeodyl, two equivalents of hydrogen in tbe oacodyl 
were replaced Ijy a Matonic moleoule of platliaaa, producing a 
chloride of cacoplatyl. 
(§3 ICrstuse and v. Oi^sse, "Die CheadLe der l^tall-ox^anischen 
VerMadungen**, Gehnider Somtraeger, Berlin, p* 788(1937) • 
I ^^2 ^  !• mm* aussa* 153(1926). 
<7) BttolEt^» Ana.^ 2^(18^17 
(I) Fi^«&IaM, £* Oham> Soc*. 188(18^). 
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+ptci ^ (c^H ft«) + asci 
2^ 5 2 S 2 5 2 3 
form a series of eoiapomids mtmlos<m» t& of 
formtion of double saXta fros orga^boarseziio OOSK 
poaMs &n& pX&timiam or platinic ohloride ie a general re* 
C9)« the ox^amarsenie otHBpouods being too lyonkraaotin-e 
^ oleaw the platitmra to chlorine boat aM tlM» for» aa 
ox^anoplatimim coi^K3)i£Eid • The eoisposition of the double salt 
say varied aceoMing to the ratio of reaets^ts said *^e 
geneml eatperiwntal |a*ocedure. 
Organoanti^ziif ooieipotmds also re&ot with platinic or 
platinous ehloride with ^ e foznaaaticm of dcmble nalts CXO) 
(S^)C9b). The reaction in the oase of platinic chloride 
differs in aoae cases, hoiwrer, frosa the reaotion of platinio 
chloride with ox^noarsenio ooi^cainds. the first pimse of the 
C9) ' - ^ -
(10) 
f 1903)1 id) CaMmmi, Msi*t Iggf aiO(18§a}| (e) XAOoste and 
Michaelis, to*, m, 184U8TO| (f) Miehaelis and 
to.. a^^f93(i8fn! (e) "IchMlle. 4m., 280, mOmh 
ThT Ann*. 141. l8a{1905)l (iTsioilgaa ai^ Hiokle* 
ttmU, £• 4o>. S&* U?3C1909)| (i) Phillips, 
Dehn a«d Wilcox, 3lWm). 
im*, fel®l)Oe) 
2^» 166(1900) I (d) Morgan &i^ Xia*sley» 
m* 184Cl9t5)i U) Buckt^, 11, ll9Cl^s 
Tfl I.i«rig, £. wpaMf, Cha««. 41511854)g £* Ghet^* geo«. 
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reaction between platinic chloride aM the reXstively sore 
reactire organoantiao^y eospouMa a»y consist of a reduction 
of the plfttinic chloride to platin<»is chloride* fhe platincHts 
chloride then foneiB a double i^lt with a^ excess orsano* 
antiiBony * As is the ease with ox^aimrsenic c&ar' 
poiii^s, th# composition of the double salt my be vari^ ao-» 
eoj^i!^ to toe procedure used in the prepamtion. aM 
Tarsley (lOd) iKide a thorough study of the reaction of tri-
methylentiaony with platinic chloride, they found the first 
step of the reaction to be a reduction of 'yie platinio 
chloride to platinous chloride, which then reacts with ^ cess 
triaethylantiaoi^ glvins rise to one or two additive csm^mx^a 
according as to whe-^ier the reaction is carried oat la water 
or in alcohol. In water the coa^ound formed is an orange 
colored insoluble solid of toe ©oapoaitioa [j?t,4{0H3)5Sb]PtCl4. 
This c®®pc«»»5 is forsed in alcohol along with a soluble yellow 
crystalline mwpmM of the coaposition [aCCH^JjSbjPtClg]. 
Either of these piquets on treatment with excess trl»s1^1«-
antlB^y yield the same o<»ipound having th© oc^osition 
[iiit^Ccai^ljSbJcig. The reactions ts&e place in the following 
maomert 
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H2nGl6 + (CHjJjSto —-H2PtGl4 + 
HgPtCl^ -H jGU^j^Sh 
[ft,4<0%)3Sfe]PtSl4 [2(0H3)3Sb,PtGlg] 
yellow aolublji 0x^1^6 
ex< 
(SH3)3S& 
/ exeees 
(CH3)3Sb 
[Pt,4(CH3)3au]Gl2 
TtiB oimii^e eolorea insoluble reacta with i^Hadons 
ehleria# to replaee part of the platimm witb p^llaidltta Cl0d)> 
l>t,4C0K3^3Slj]FtCl4 + Pa0l2 —-[i't^%CCH3l3SI>]i>aGl4 + PtCla 
frii^thylantisaiiy reacts with palls^oue ehloride in aa^ 
mxmer as with pl&tiiious chloride* 
(CH3>3Sii + PdClg --[2<CH3)3Sb,PdClg]-^^ppg.[Pd,4<CH3)3Sfe]Gl2 
friethylarsenie reacts in the sa^ turner «i^ pallad€»ia 
ehloride to fo*^ tim double aalt (C^i^)3As*PdCl» {9b) (91)* 
Ho ©x^&i^platimiEi or organopAlladitsi e^npoimds are 
formed in any of the reactiosa of oz^anoaraenio or oz^»io* 
antiao]^ oompmiMs vith platisssa or palladiim ohloridea. 
Platinic imlidea fora ooapX^x eoordiaatioa Qtmpmm&rn 
with msatui^ted oofapouada of Vae types ZiVumWij}, and 
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(Un*FtCl2)2> which Un is an unsatiiratsd solecule containing 
an ethyl«i» bond* The first coiB|K>ia»i of the type KCUn^PtXj) 
was obtoinM by Zeiae (11), who isolated a coHpmind with the 
espirioal formila ^ (C^^.PtGl^},!!^^, fx*om the x<eaoticm of 
ehlox^platinie acid and alcohol. Bimbaua (12) prepared sia«> 
ilar coffipotinds with propylene and ai^lene, and Ghojmck (13) 
obtained £(C2H4«PtBr3)» with platinio teranide* 
BiHaaiin ai^ oo-woi^rs have(14) extended the work to 
unsati2Z%ted alcohols, acids, aM aldehydes* Ffeiffer and 
Hoyer (15) have prepared eloilar coapouads fro® allyl alo€^l, 
allyl acetate, crotyl alec^ol, and crotyl aldehyde» 
.^^erson (16) obtained (C2H4,PtCl2)g by :refluxing 
etl^l alcohol wltti sodiiai chloroplatinate* 
A gen^ml Biethod for tim preparation of coaplexes of 
tfm types (0n«PtCl2)2 or (lfei»FtBr2)g has recently been 
veloped B^msch and AfOiford (17)* It differs radically 
trm tim ii»ithod of Anderson (16) in Uiat aaliydrous platinie 
chloride or ba^ide in an ai^ydrous solvent is used instead of 
the raetallie haloplatinates* It differs further in that the 
(11) Zeise, IssE, 2ik» 497(1831)# 
[12) rnmbaua, ^nn.. 14Q. 67(1869). 
C^Oji»clEi, Jahreeber,. 510(1870)* 
Biilfi»inn, 2196(1900); BUlmaim and AMez^on, 
1^5Cl^3)| Billi^mn aM Hoff, Rec. trav^* 
(1|) Pfeiffer and Hoyer, 1. smsm- allsfia* SJom; m, 241(1933) . 
(16) Anderson, g* Ohe«* ,§aa»» 971(1934)# 
(IT) Sharaseh and Ashford, £. Ghea« Soc.. 1733(1936). 
unsaturated oompouuSs arm used instead of the aleohoXa« 06'-
ordination et^pounds were prepared this procedure fro® 
c^eXohexem^f dipentene, pineiw» ethylene» isolmtylenA* sty* 
rene# «tilh©r»B» and trans-dichloroethylene. fhis sethc^ has 
not }men fmasS. appiioabXe to unsa^rated acids and their esters* 
•Rie geneiml electronic structure proposed Isgr Khamsch 
and Afford Cl7) for all compounds of type {Un»PtCl2)2 
Gi G1 
was apeeifically e:^s^lifi^ igr tl^ following tormla. for 
eyclohex^e platinous ohlori^* 
Cl Gl 
CI Gl 
R 
R-
2 H 
Gl Gl 
The compounds of the type K<Un,PtaC3) ara olwiously 
deri^tives of the type (Un.PtX2)2. 
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The odordination eompounds of pl&tlmm with wimiMrut^ 
ed coofw^nds ape well-defined oryatalline isubstanoes. They do 
not have definite a»ltlng points and vary widely In staMllty. 
Wh^ treated wito i^ridine the subetanoes decoaqsoee, liberat­
ing the olefin and foming the pyridine platinoue chloride* 
fl^y are deeoraposed concentmted hydrochloric acid wi^ 
liberation of the olefin and by bromine to form the fepoaiae 
addition product of the unsaturated cos}pouz»3« 
Theee oofflpounds asay ^ist in two or sore etereoisoiserio 
forms depending on ^e olefin fro® which they are derived* 
A nosber of aixed oarbonyl o<^|K>unds of platinuB are 
knc^rn (18). Schiatzenberger <19) in 1868 passed chlorine and 
aarbcm aoncatide over platimaa sponge at J^3®G« and obtain*^ a 
yellow imiblioate fro® which three distinct coffli^wads were 
isolated! PtOl^.CO, FtCl2*2C0, and FtCl2»]^0. These OOiQ}maids 
dissolve unchanged in oarbcm tetraohloride but are deooiposed 
water. 
nei2.c5o + —-n + moi + oog 
I^lllnger <20) prepared pl&timm oartx>nyl dilsE^^de, 
PtapgOO, by passing dry carbon monoxide over platiamis topoi^de 
(18) See, Blanc^iard, GI®b» >38(1937) for a sore de­
tailed discussion of earbos^l coi^j^Ms of the gro»p VIII 
ele^nts* 
(19) Selmtaenberger, ton, ohia« S^SSM*» W 3^ 100Cl868)| Sl» 
aoi. JBffl-alOB-. la 97(1870). (ao) Pnlllnger, SttBS* SUtB- SSfi.. SS. 596(1691). 
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at Platlnaa oarbcmyl di-iodide was obt&lmd Ijy Mylius 
and Foersiter (21) adding dilute hydrlodie aeld to a so]tei*> 
tios of platlsa® oarbcaiyl diehlorid© in hydi^chlorlc acid. 
Platiras® earlK»]yl monosul|diide, PtS.CO, is thrown down ae a 
!a*own pi^clpltate when hydrogen sulphide is paseed into a «o* 
lutioa of platinum carboi^l dichloride (20). A double salt 
of platinu» oarhos^l t^iooyanate, Pt(CNS)2«C0, with potaaaium 
^iooyaiate is ohtaii»»d lay addii^ a solution of potassiim l^o-
ej^nat^ to oim of platixmim earbonyl dichloride* 
The eartjor^rl Gc^5>ounds of platimis are ei^stalllne 
eolids. They decospose on heating to give aetallie platimim. 
Kanehot (22) aade use of the platinum ohloride carboi^la in 
the i^pa3fetion of platiraaBi fro® palladium. 
Ch^at»ipalladiu® cofflpounds have l»en postulated as 
Intermediates in the catalytic hydrogenation of aryl halides 
(23)* ThXm assusptlon is l^sed on the varying yields of 
biphenyl obtained In the catalyti© hydrogenation of broa^bea^ 
zene under varying oondltiona. When lanMfflabenaene is heated 
to iKjiling in aethyl alcoholic potasaiiai hydroxide in the 
preseme of p«lladlaBsat<s^ oalcittai carbonate, without intr<^o» 
tioa of h^rogen, Midienyl results in fifteen to twenty percent 
yields* If high presiiures of hydrogen are used, in an auto­
clave, benzene is fon^. At lower pressures of hydrogen, 
(21) Mylius and Foerster, Ber., 24. 2424(1891)• 
(22) teiehot, 2518(19251. 
<23) aiseh and Weber, g* pr^t. Chea*. 146. 1-55(1936). 
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ia foJE^d. the reaction is postulate to pi^aoeed in 
the following mameri 
Fd% + —-Ha? + CgKgfdH 
If the phenylpalladltJBB hydride ®o foraed oontacte hydros^# 
bemiene resulte. 
e^FdH + Ha —Tm2 + 
la low em^eaati^tioM of hydrogen the following reaction raaty 
take places 
G^gMH + IrCgiig —-(G6H5)gyd + HBr 
The lahile diph«t^lpilladiu» then my react with hydx^en to 
for» Mphen^l aM palladitau hydride. 
^ H2 --O6H5-C6H5 + MH2 
la alcohol, where fercssoisenzeae is soluble, tdphenyl is formed 
as would be expected according to the above equation®. Ia 
water, where btni^iiobenjsene Is Ineoluble, benzene re^dLts* 
f\trther emi^liiig is produced to sc®e extent and tliie 
la poetttlated to occur in ^ e following nmmeri 
+ H—C6H4^ —-PdHg + C0.^C^^ 
^ Sr—C6H%-05H5 — 
GgH5-Pa-C^4-C6% + Hg — 
etc., this series of reactions leadir^ to the fommtiiMi of 
ccBiplij^ products lip to sedeciphenyl, all of which 
were Isolated * 
Palladiua c^lojride, PdClg, forae a co^lex with t3Kl« 
roethylethylene (a4). Thle cfflaplex foms stable orange crys-
(24) KondakofT, Balae, and Vit, Chej^. Liety.. gj, 579-87(1929)1 
2I, 1-8, 26-31(1950) [£. 4,, 3455(1930)] . 
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tals, aecooposing at which correspond to th« fozmtXa 
PdGlgwG^H^, 
Palladium foras a halogen earboi^l ooaplex of com­
position MClg«CO, which Is the least stable of all such ooa-
plexes fonaed the platiiaio aetals. this compound was ob­
tained toj the action of carbon aonoxide, saturated wlto the 
•rapor of isethyl alcc^ol, on palladium chloride at 0®G» {^)» 
fhis complex is decomposed by water. 
PdClg'CO + —-Pd + CO2 -I- 2HC1. 
No orgaiK>®etallio eoapounds of osaiu®, iridii^ai, rtio-
diua, or ruthenliaa are x^corded in the litemture. Pope and 
Peachey (lb) reported that the chlorides, or in sooe cases 
the oxides, of iron, cobalt, nickel, ruth€«iiua, rhodiua, p&l» 
ladius, osioius, iridium, and platimta, reacted irigorously 
with B^thyloagnesiusi iodide, but they reported no products 
froffl any of these reactions other than the foraatloa of tri* | 
fflethylplatiimta iodide froai platinlc chlox^de. r 
Manchot and ^11 prepaid a sublimble carbonyl 
chloride ©f Iridium. Dry Iridiu® trichloride in a current of 
coapletely dry carbon laonoxide at 150®C« gave a white, sublia-
able, crystalline substance of the oomposition XrCCO)20l2» 
This coiapouiid deocHsaposes in water with evolution of carbon 
som^lde. 
(S5| Manchot and Kdnig, ,§§£., 22, 885(19^) • 
(S6) Ifenehot and Gall, Ber.. 232(19^). 
I^chot and Ednlg (27) heated osialuBi trichlorld® in a 
current of earbon raonoxlde at 270®G. ai^ obtained a whit# 
mabllBiate whose coajpoaitlon approximted the formula 
this eoi^ound is unaffected water and aeids. It is ao-
luble in sodiuffl hydroxide solution, and after neutralization 
of such a solution with nitric acid all of ^e chlorine is 
precipitated 1:^ silver nitrate, leaving the osaiua and carbon 
monoxide in solution as an apparently stable complex* 
Ho single carboi^l halide of rtiodiua has been pre-
pai^d, but the cospouiKl, ]BaiCl2*f^0»y30, was prepared bf ifetnchot 
end K6nig (g8) through the action of carbon raoiiQ«ide on iK>i8t 
rfeodiu® trichloride. This substance is decoaposed slowly 
water or by heating to 300°G* 
B^theniuai trihalides react with carbon monoxide ao-
eoMii^ to the equation C29)s 
HaXj + 2C0-^Ru^COgXg + I/gXg. 
Batheniua triiodide reacts rapidly and completely wito ^ irbcm 
!!ion«»cide at 250^- and owb atmosphere, yielding an o<^re-
colored residue of the ooi^position Ru{C0)2l2, which is in­
soluble in water or organic solvents* It is very resist^it 
to the action of concentrated hydrochloric and sulphuric acids* 
R«thenii«B tribroffllde reacts owch more slowly uMer the 
conditions to give a subliimble prc^uct of the oo^osition 
(27) ^ nchot and Kdnig, Ber«. 56, 229(1925). 
C28) IS^nchot and Kdnig, SlE#, 2173(1925) • 
(29) Manchot and KWg, 213©(1924)* 
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IHi<eo)g^g. At high pt^ssures of carbon iwjnoxid© theiNi la a 
further reduction of th© bromide to Rtt(CO)Br, a col<arloaa 
oi^stallln® substano® (30)» Ruthaniua triohloride reacts 
atill fsore slowly than the broisld®, yieldli^ i^CC0)gGl2. High 
presaures of earbcm raonoxlde give a lmlog®n-fi^e, iMm»irolatil« 
earbonyl. Mond (31) prepared the saiae halogen fre© ©arbonyl 
by th© aetion of earbon raonoxlde on rutheniua apon^©. Ita 
coapoaitlon appi^xliaated the forratjila Ru(GO)g« 
Manehot and Manohot <32) prepared a aeriea of ruth®* 
niti» oarbonyla« pentaoarboi^l wae first prepared frcai 
ruthenius apoz^e aM carbon BK3iu)xide at 700 atsKxapherea and 
4<^3®G. A sore ©ffeotive raethod of preparation, however* wae 
fmiM to be the aotion of earbon mono^ldey «M©r 455 atwaa-
pherea preasure at 175®C»* on ruthenium iodide in preaen^ 
of finely divided allver* Ru'^enlura pen^e^bonyl condenaea 
to colorleea oryatala which melt at •22^. It deeoiq^ea alcmly 
a)K»ve ita s^ltin^ point Into the enneacarboz^l, 
^ntacarbonyl la very aenaltlv® to light while the enneat-
earbonyl la stable. The |»ntaearbonyl deooi^osea to ru'Uienium 
aisS carbon aonoxide on heating. 
Ru{GO)^—^Ru 5®0 
An aaorphoua green carboxi^l of th© cc^poaition [J^CCOj^^waa 
alao obtained* 
30) Manehot ai^ Enk, |2, 1655(1930). 
31) Monft, Hirtz and Gowap^ ^  anorg* aligem. Chen*. 68. 20? 
(1910)1 Ifend and Wallia, g, Ghaa« §Qg», ajgJw 32(1922) . 
(32) Manehot and l^nchot» g,, anag«« allgea. Ch«ai». yS5 
(1936). 
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In an attempt to obtain the free ©-bhyl radical, 
land <33) found that heating of ethyl iodide with iron at 
150°C. to 2CK)^. for twelve hours scarcely effected the de­
composition of a trace of ethyl iodide. Later, Frankland (3^) 
reported that iron was capable, under the influence of light, 
of coabining readily with the organic groups, oethyl, ethyl, 
and aayl. He gave no further details. 
Ullmann (35) found that finely divided iron reacted 
with B-iodotoluene when heated to 250°C. and gave low yields 
of bi-3^tolyl. Zeltner (36) was of the opinion that an 
organoiron compound was foraed as an intermediate in this 
coupling reaction. 
Spencer and Harrison, (37), in an attes^t to ascertain 
whether aetals of "Wie slxt^, seventh, and eighto groups of 
the periodic system could be caused to react with alkyl 
halides in the manner of the raetals of the first and eeooaa 
groups, found that iron and nickel reacted with alkyl halides, 
but only when heated in a sealed tube for several hours, while 
cobalt would not react even under these conditions. The re­
action between the metals iron and nickel with iodobenzen© 
took place very completely with the fomation of biphenyl in 
extresely large yields. Freshly reduced nickel heated In a 
(33) Frankland, Chem. Sqc.. 2, 295(1848-1849). 
(34) Frai&land, ibid.. £,^(1853). 
(35) Uliaann, ton.. 222, 38(1904). 
(36) Zeltner. £. t?rakt. Ohea.. 21, 397(1907). 
(37) Spencer and Harrison, Froc. Ghea. Soc.. 26. 118(1910). 
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sealed tulie with lodobenzen© at 280®C. for several hours gav® 
an eighty-five percent yield of biphenyl. In the case of iron 
a similar reaction took place at 180®C. fhie reaction could 
not l)e brought about with any other halogen compound a with 
the exception of p-iodotoluene. It was the opinion of these 
investigators that iron, cobalt, and nickel had no tendency 
to fona organoBietalllc eoapounds. Patten (38) fouM ethyl 
chloride to have no action on iron, nickel, platinua^ i«lla-
diuBi, or cotailt at 0°C, 
fhomas, Bowden, and Jones (39) studied the action of 
iron, cobalt, and nickel on trlphenylEse-Uiyl halides. Iron was 
found to react readily with triphenylmethyl chloride or bromide 
in benzene, toluene, or ether solution* No free triphenyl-
ffiethyl was foi^ied and the evidence seemed to indicate the ex­
istence in solution of a stable triphenylaethylferrous chloride 
coaplex. Triphenyliaetoyl chloride in benzene, toluene, bromo^ 
benzene, hexane, or ether was found to be unattacked l3f cobalt 
or nickel. Hapld and complete reduction of triphenyliaethyl 
chloride to triphenylaethyl was produced tuy colmlt in Aoetom 
solution. Ho evidence of any triphenylmethyl iron or tri-
phenylraethyl cobalt was reported. Pyrophoric iron reduces tri-
phenylBiethyl chloride to triphenylmethyl (4o). 
<38? Patten, £. Phvs, Cheig.. Z» 153(1903). 
(39) fhoraas, Bowden, and Jones, £. Chga,« Soc.^ 473(1930). 
(40) Sehaidlin, ^Das Triphenylmethyl", Ferdinand Enke, Stutt-
Sart(19W, p. 31. 
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Iron, like platinum, is unaffected by the nascent 
ethyl radical produced Xxy electrolysis of the HaG2H5/Zn(CgH5)2-
syste® (6), A strong evolution of gas was noted at the anode. 
Prankland and Duppa (4l) in an attempt to prepare an 
organoiron compound the action of iron on diethyliaercury 
at 150®G, obtained large quantities of inflairaable gases but 
no ethyliron compomA. They considered tl^ gases to be due to 
the theraal decoaposition of dietiiylfflercui^r entirely independent 
of any action by the iron. Diphenylraercur^ on distillation 
from powdered iron gives biphenyl (42). Powdered iron reacts 
with diaethylantiifio^y bromide to reaove the bromine without 
forming an oi^noiron corapmind (43). 
(CH^)2SbBr + Fe —-FeBrg + (CH3)gSb2 +(GH3)3Sb 
Triphenylantimony, in alcohol or ether solution, re­
duces ferric chloride slowly to ferrous chloride (44). Di-
fflethylarsenic hydride reduces ferric chloride proaiptly to 
ferrous chloride (45). Ho organoircm compound is formed. 
{Qn^^Asn + -(CH3)2AsCl+ 2FeCl2 + HCl 
Bennett and Turner (46) have reported the foraation 
of an oz^anoiron compound froa the reaction of phenylsagnesitaa 
(44) Michaelifi and Reese, Ann» 233. 49(1886). 
Dehn and Wilcox, Cheta. 30(1906) 
Bennett and Turner, jTT^c. Rov. N. S 
100(1919) [C. 4., i4, 4l4ri92^. 
I. I- Msa, 
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brofflid© with ferric chloride in ether solution. Hydrolysis of 
the reaction mixture with water and sulphuric acid gave a dark-
colored solid residue which was freed of biphenyl by extrac­
tion with petroleum ether. The ochre-colored residue was dis­
solved in benzene and precipitated by petroleum ether. A 
greenish solid resulted, which contained iron, was soluble in 
bengene, and depressed the laelting point of biphenyl when mixed 
with that substance. No melting point or analysis was given 
for the substance. In a previous report {4?) these workers 
reacted three equivalents of phenylmagnesiua bromide with one 
of ferric chloride. They obtained only a small amount of bi­
phenyl and no organoiron compound. The ferric chloride was 
not reduced to ferrcms chloride. 
Accordins to other investigators (48), the reaction of 
phenylaagnesiuBi bromide with ferric chloride proceeds exclu­
sively to the formation of biphenyl and laetallie iron. Benzyl-
aagneaiuii broaide reacts wi^ ferric chloride or ferric bromide 
to give quantitative yields of bibenzyl (48&3 (49). £-Tolyl-
m&gnesiuiB bromide and phenylmagnesiuffl bromide react with ferric 
chloride, ferrous chloride, and ferric thiocyanate to give ex-
(47) Bermett and Turner, Ghea. Soo.. 1062(1914). 
(48) Oddo, Q&zz, qhim. ital.T^. II ^8(1914) j (b) Job and 
Chainpatier, Gomvt* rend.. 89. 1089(1929)J (c) Mlohailenko 
and Sassypinfea, J. Bum* Fhvs.-CheiB. Soc.. 53, 343(1921) 
rChem. ^ ntr.. & III 10l4tl923m (d)Kondyrew and Foiain, 
lim*. 27190(1915) [Siits- ^Sa|F-i ^ 832(1916)Tj (e) 
Ghftapetier, mill. jisS* ohiai.. [4J 113(1930). 
(49) Michailehko aM Protassowa, Russ. Fhvs.-Chea. Soc.. '53. 
347(1921) [Ghea. Zentr.. M, III 10l4Tl923)T7  ^
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cellent yields of M-£-tolyl and blphenyl, respectively (48d). 
With ethylmagnesiuffl broHilde these iron salts react to give 
©thane and ethylene, and with proj^lmagnesiun bromide to give 
proline C48d). u-aitylethynylraagnesiuiB broraide reacts with 
ferric chloride to give di-a-butyldiacetylene (50). Organo-
iron coBjpoiinds may be formed as Interroediates in these re­
actions (48a)(48e)(50). 
The reaction of one mole of phenylniagnesiu® broiaide 
with one laole of ferric chloride gives a quantitative yield of 
ferrous chloride (48e). 
+  2 F e C l ^ — T - C g H ^ — +  2 F e C i g  +  M g B r g  +  M g C l g  
If two TBore moles of phenylmagneaiuffi broaiide are added the iron 
is reduced to the metal (48e). 
2CgH^MgBi* + FeClg -t-Fe + l%Br2 ^^5-2 
Weichfelder and Thiede (51) found the reaction of 
phenyluagnesium broraide with ferric chloride, in an atmosphere 
of nitrogen, to give a bright reddish-brOTrn deposit which soon 
became black. The deposit was found to conaist of colorless 
prisaatic crystals aM a black powder. This solid substance 
glowed on exposure to air giving off a sraoke which sselled of 
biphenyl. No phenyliron compound could be isolated although 
some organic substance apparently bound to iron was present In 
the solid deposit. When the reaction of phenylsiagnesiusi bro­
mide with ferric chloride was carried out in an atmosphere of 
(50) Damhy and Hieuwland, £. Chem« Soc.. 1609(1936) • 
(51) Weichselfelder and Thiede, Ann.. 447. 64(1926). 
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hydrogen, the products were one molecule of benzene, oiw mole­
cule of biphen^l, and a hydride of iron, FeHg. Phenylmagneeiuro 
bromide and ferrous chloride reacted In an atmosphere of hydro­
gen giving only benssene and another hydride of iron, FeHg, 
Siais and Mardlea (52) carried out aom anti-knock 
studies on solutions prepared froa the action of a phei^l-
ffiagneaiua halide on an iron halide In benzene. They assumed a 
phenyliron eoiapound to be present. The solution was without 
effect sa an anti-knock agent. They described th® phenyliron 
GOEjpouM as being very unstable. 
AccordlTi® to unpublished work Ijy Krmise and Wendt (53)» 
when the reaction between phenylraagnesium bromide and ferric 
chloride was carried out under nitrogen, a greenish-yellow, 
ether insoluble reaction product was obtained. This product 
dissolYed in alcohol with an intense green color, which in the 
air gave a red color. With water, the green solution gave 
ferrous hydroxide and the red solution gave ferric hydroxide. 
Under ether, the green Insoluble substance went in air to a red, 
ether-soluble substance. The red solution so obtained was de­
colorized by addition of tjidethylalusainum etherate. 
(52) Siias and Mardles, T^aa- SaS.-» 368(1926). 
(53) Krause and v. Qrosse, Die Cherale der Metall-organischen 
VerbiMungen**, Gebruder Bomtraeger, Berlin(1937)# p« 784, 
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Joto and Gharapetier (5^) reacted phenylmgnesluia Isaromlde 
with ferric chloride in the presence of acetylene, fhey oi?-
tained a brcmn pcwrder, very unstable in the air, which con­
tained all of the iron initially used in the form of an organo-
Metallic. On hydrolysis of the brown powder 'Uie iron was eliia-
inated and a black powder remined which weighed the a&m as 
the total of acetylene employed plus the weight of the phei^rl 
groups eiaployed- This black powder was fourKJ to consist of a 
aix^re of unsaturated hydrocarbons of high molecular weight 
which oxidized in the air to give oainly benzoic acid. Three 
BOlecules of phenylsagnesiuro broraide were conmiffled for one 
molecule of ferric chloride when the ferric chloride was in­
troduce into the Grignard reagent. This reaction waa repre­
sented as follows> 
2<60gH5MgBr + FeGl3 + nC^Hg)-^2(C6H5CsG)3Fe + 3%Br2 + 3%CX2# 
Six SKslecules of phenylaagnesius broraide were consumed when ttie 
&rignard reagent was introduced into a ferric chloride solution. 
2(6GgH^Br FeCl3 + nG2H2)—^2{C6H5C=G)5Fe + 3Br%-CsC-llgar + 
3Mg^g + 3M6CI2. 
Active ir<m, produced by the action of phenylmagnesium bromide 
on ferine chloride, reacted in the presence of phenylmagnesiuii 
brif»»ide and acetylene to give an oi^anoiron cotapmind. 
2(3egE5MgBr + Pe + 1BO2H2)—^2(C5H5C=C>3Fo + 3Bi^-G=G-i%Br. 
fia, 1089(1929); au. 
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The products of hydrolysis were the same as previously oentionr-
ed for the other reactions. 
Wanklyn and Carius (55) observed that diethylzine re­
acted vigorously with ferrous iodide in ether solution to give 
a mixture of ethane, ethylene, and hydrogen, while the ir^n was 
reduced to a mixture of iron and a hydride of iron, FeH2. No 
ethyliron coapound was isolated. Job and Reich (56) reported 
ethane, ethylene, and iron from the action of diethylzine on 
ferrous iodide. They state that diethyliron is probably formed, 
b«t that it is too unstable to exist and breaks down. 
Job and Reich (57) have reported the preparation of 
ethyliron iodide from ethylzinc iodide and ferrous iodide in 
ether solution. 
G2H5ZnI + Feig—-C2H5FeI + Znia 
They observed the action of organozinc chlorides on a large 
nuffiiber of anhydrous laetallie chlorides and becaae convinced 
that the organosietallies exist in all the series and proteibly 
without exception. Their atteapts were carried out on the 
chlorides of iron, nickel, cobalt, chroaiua, laolybdeBunv tung­
sten, ur^niua, vanadiun, thorium, the chlorides of the rare 
earths, and copper. 
(55) Wanklyn ar»l Carius, Ann.. 120 . 70(1861). 
(56) Job and Reich, Compt. re^.. 177, 1439(1923). 
(57) Job and Reich, ibid.. 17^ 1358(l922)i Bull, aoc. ohia.. 
12, 1390(1922). 
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They explain the formation of ethyliroii iodide fron 
ethylzlnc iodide and ferrous Iodide or chloride as being due 
to a imoh milder reaction than that of the Grignanl reagent 
wlte iron halides. 
Equal fflolecular qxaantities of ethylzinc iodide and 
ferx^us iodide were refluxed together in ether solution for 
six hours. No gas was evolved during the reaction* The so­
lution so ohtained gave on hydrolysis a green precipitate of 
ferrous hydroxide and ethane. These products were explained 
according to the following eqxiationJ 
CgHgFel + HgO —-02% + Fe(I)OH 
The solution reacted with absolute alcohol to fora iron ethyl-
ate. No organoiron coapound xfae isolated from the reaction 
and no further evidence for the existence of an orgaJioiron 
cowpound was offered. 
The reaction of ethylzlnc iodide with ferric chloride 
was found to consist of a reduction of the ferric chloride 
to ferrous chloride. 
2FeCl3 + C2H52nI —-2FeCl2 + C2H5I + 2nCl2 
If an excess of ethylzinc iodide was present the reaction con­
tinued to for® ethyliron chloride. The ©thyllrcai chloride 
was not isolated. 
Ghampetier {48e) compared the action of organomgnesiua 
and organozlnc compounds on halogen salts of Iron. He found 
one iBole of ferric chloride to react with three moles of phenyl-
mgneslum broaide. The ether solution so obtained contained 
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Mphenyl and magnealuBi salts* A black deposit was for^d 
which consisted of active iron which decoisposed cold water 
giving off hydrogen, oxidized spontaneously in the air wit^ 
ImrandesceiKse, and rapidly reduced ferric chloride to ferrous 
chloride. Fro® the reaction of ferrous iodide on phenylain© 
chloride, he reports tJbe foraation of jdienyllren ialide. 
gCg^ZnCl + Feig—-2C5H5FeI + Z«Cl2 + Znig 
Hydrolysis of the reaction mixture gave ferrous hydroxide and 
benzene with no biphei^l. 
SCgHgFel -t- SH2O —-2C5K6 + Fe(0H)2 + Felg 
fhe ferrous hydroxide obtaiiuNi contained only an inappi^ciable 
anount of sine hydroxide* No organoiZH>n compound was isolated 
from the reaction. 
The solution of ethyliron iodide, obtained by the action 
of ethylzino chloride on ferrous iodide* on standing deposits 
a aietallic mirror with evolution of (58)- gas given 
off consists of a mixture of ethylene and ethai». 
Calciuis carbide acts on water solutions of feii^ue 
chloride giving a precipitate containing ferrous acetylide 
which is stable at ordimry temperatures in the presence of 
air or water (59)» On %re&%mnt with hydrochloric acid 
acetylene is evolved, fhis compound was not isolated. 
<58) Job Reich, Coapt. mal., 177. 1439(1923). 
(59) Durand, ibid.. 6930923). 
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Iron forms different w«ll-d©fiiB»dl carixsnyls, f 
pentacarlK»^i, FoCGO)^, a tetracarbonyl, F®<G0)4 3, and an 
enneacarljoi^l, Fe2t00)g (18)(60). 
Iron pentacarbonyl is prepared by the action of carbon 
fflonoxid© on finely divided iron at tes^eratures ranging fi^a 
170®G« to 400®C. and at pressures of fro® 20 to 2QQ atmospheres 
<60)<61). it is a clear colorless liquid which boils at 103®G. 
and solidifies at -2l0C. It is easily soluble in aost organic 
solvents* In contact with air iron pentaearbongri is oxidized, 
ferric oxide is deposited, aM carbon aonoxid® is liberated. 
Halogemi libez^te carbon laonoxide from the pentacarboi^l and 
for® iron halides with the iron. At low teaperatures tlw ad­
dition co^ounds, Pe(G0)5K2 (X = halogen)» ©an be isolated as 
inten^iates. These interfl»$diates lose carbon nonoxide at 
room teaperatare to leave Pe<CO)ij^, which with water lose all 
of their carbon monoxide arid leave FeXg (62). Iron penta­
carbonyl be decomposed by hcmt into carl»)n monoxide and 
iron. Iron prepared in this maimer is of especially high purity 
and aa such has use in catalytic processes. 
{60) See, Schaidt, *'OrganoH»tallverbindunKaa'", Wissenschaftliche 
Verlagi^eselischaft, b. h., (193^1 Tiel II, on carbonyl 
cofspounds of iron and nickel. 
(61) (a) Mond and Quincke, Hews. 3^1(l891)j 20 
Cl891)| Cb) Mond ar^ linger, g,. Chea* Soc.. 52, 10^{1^0){ 
(c) Berthelot, CoBmt. ^ aad., XiZf 1345TO91)s U) Mittasch, 
Angew. 827(1928). 
(62) Hieber and Bader,f Ber.. 61. 1717(19SB); anorg. allgaa. 
Ghea.. 2MI, 193(19^?. 
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Iron pentaeartoonyl decomposes in sualisht to iron ennea-
carbonyl. Carbon raonoxid© ia libez^tod* 
S Fe<G0)5 —^Fe2(C0)9 + CO 
fhe eimeaearbonyl forms oi^nge crystals which are stable 
in air <63)« This eoeipouM is insoluble in etl^r^ petroleus 
ether, sM benzene» somewhat soluble in aleohol, and lESore soluble 
in pyridine. 
lu^n tetimearboi^l m&f be prepaiHwS by well regulated 
then&al deoooposition of iron enneaoarbcoi^l (64). It my also 
be prepared directly froa the pentaearbonyl (65). The penta^ 
earbonyl is shaken with alkali, and a suspensiiHi of imn&a,tmm 
dioxide is added. The pentaoarboi^rl disproportionates with 
toe foimtion of a hydride. 
Fe{C0)5 + CH5aNa + HgO ^Fe(C0)4H2 + CHjO-CO^O^ 
The hydride is then oxidized* 
Fe<C0>4H2 + MnOg —^1/3 [FsCCO)^] 3 + HgO + MnO 
Iron tetracarboEgrl forms green crystals which are soluble in 
benzene, ether, or acetone. 
Iron earbori^l hydride has been isolated as a wry 
volatile liquid when prepared in an oxygen free atnosphere (66)* 
(63) Speyer and Wolf, Ber.. I424(i9l?r)« 
(64) (a) Freundlioh and Guy, 5^, 2S^(l925)l (b) Freund-
lich and Malehow, anortt. all«e^. Cheis.. l4l. 517(1924) | 
(c) Dewar and Jones, jgaafi. ftov. 3oe* (London) fAl T6. 558 
(1^5)f 2a. 66(lOTTr 
{65) Hieber ai^ I^tert, Z. mm* MmM* 165(1932). 
(66) Hieber and 3-eutert, Ber.. ^ 4. 2832(l931)* 
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It Is ©xtreisely unstabl©. acidity of this hydride is of 
about the sanj® order of magnitude as that of carbonic acid (18). 
A lar^e number of mixed carbonyl cospoui^s of iron ar© 
ltnown« These include aaine carbonyl oomplexee, halogen car­
bonyl eoaplexesj arafl nitroeyl carbonyl ooaiplexea Cl8)(6o). 
Nickelous chloride apparently reacts with diethylzinc 
in the saae manner as ferrmia iodide (55)• 
Hickelous chloride reacts with ethylmagnesiua bromide 
to give ethane and ethylene, with propylsagneBiuiB bromide to 
give propane, with phenylraagnesiuia bromide to give bipher^l, 
and with j^tolyliaagnesiuia bromide to give bi^^tolyl, all in 
excellent yieM« (48d). In an atmosphere of hydrogen, nickel-
ous chloride reacts with phenylraagneslum broialde to give 
benzene arri a hydride of nickel, NiH2 (51)(6?)- The action of 
phenylasagnesiuHi broalde on nickelous chloride has been used as 
a means of preparing a highly reactive fora of colloidal nickel 
(58) (67). Colloidal nickel prepared in tills laanr^r rapidly ab­
sorbs hydrogen, carbon monoxide, ethylene, acetylene, or nitric 
oxide. Job and Reich (58) (68) assumed an oi^arK>nlckel oompouz^ 
to be fora»d as an Intermediate in the reaction of phenylmg-
nesluffi bromide with nickelous chloride. Weichselfelder stnd 
Thiede (51) attes^ted the preparation of dlphenylnickel from 
the action of pher^laagneslum bromide, in ether solution, on 
arftiydrous nickelous chloride • They varied the amounts and co»-
(67) Schlenk and Weichselfelder, Ber». 56> 223^(1923). 
(68) Job and Reich, Coamt. rend.. 179. 350(1924). 
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centratioii of Qrignard reagent used mnifoldly, but were umbXe 
to prepare any diphenylnlckei in a pure for®. In the resctiona 
the ether solutions were colored hrownlsh-blaok, arai a bla®^ 
powder of pyrophoric nature separated out» This powder hui^d 
in the air with an odor resembling biphenyl» In ether suspen­
sion it rapidly absorbed oxygen. If it was allowed in a dry 
condition to react slowly with air, a sublimate laelting about 
60®C. was obtained* In an atmosphere of hydrogen a hydride of 
nickel, NiHg, was obtained. The reaction of ja-aa^laagnesiua 
chloride/with nickelous chloride was found to proceed in the 
saiM aanner only more slowly, ^iliaan and Kirby {69) found 
nickelous cyanide, NiCCN)^, to react with phenylmagnesius bro­
mide in ether with sufficient vigor to cause refluxing of the 
ether. A brownish reaction mixture was obtained which gave 
only a trace of biphenyl on hydrolysis. Jones (70) reacted 
phenylmagnesiuffl bromide with nickel tetracarbonyl and obteiaed 
biphenyl and benzoin. Oilllland and Blanchard (71) obtained 
trlphenylmethane, trlphenylvinyl alcohol, pentaphenylethane, 
and tetraphenylethylene froa the saaie reaction. No mention of 
organonickel cofflpounds being formed was made. 
CalcluiB carbide acts on a water solution of nickelous 
chloride to give a precipitate containing nickelous acetylide, 
CgBl (59)* "Phis coapemnd was not isolated. It liberated 
acetylene on treatment with hydrochloric acid. 
(69) Gilmn and Kirby, SMl«# M* 157(1929). 
(70) Jones, Chea. Hewa. 9Q> 144( 1^4). 
(71) Gilllland and Blanchard, Chea. Soc,. 48. 410(1926). 
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Nickel tetraoarbonyl was the first metal carbonyl COBI-
pound to be prepared (72). It is prepared through the action 
of carbon isonoxlde on finely divided nickel at a teaperatur^ of 
30®-10€^. Hickol tetracarbonyl is a colorless liquid which 
bolls at 43OG, and solidifies at -25®C* It ia eoluble in most 
of^anic solvents* It decoraposes on heating to 180®-200**C, into 
nickel and carbon inonoxide. Nickel tetracarbonyl is very sen" 
sitlve to oxygen, exploding i^yhen heated to 60®G, in air* Chlo­
rine, bromine, Iodine, and cyanogen react with nickel tetru* 
carbonyl forraing the corresponding nickel salts and liberating 
carbon aonoxlde (73)• Hlckel tetracarbonyl reacts with pyri­
dine and aaaino-compounds to fona coiaplexes (18}(60). 
Cobaltous chloride reacts with Grlgnard reagents in the 
saiae laanner as has already been described for nickelous chloride 
(48d)(5l)- If pyridine is used as the solvent, rather than 
ether, the reaction proceeds a great deal roore slowly, 
Slias ar^ Mardles (52), tested an assumed solution of 
naphthylcobalt for anti-knock properties and found it to be 
without effect. Tlie supposed imphthylcobalt was prepared from 
a naphthylmagneslu® hallde acting on an anhydrous hallde of 
cobalt# Haphthy1cobalt was described by them as being very 
unstable. 
Cobaltous acetyllde, C0C2, was prepared the action 
of ealoiunt carbide on a water solution of cobaltous chloride 
(72) Mond, Lang,er, and Quincke, £, Cheai> 3oo.. 5^, 7^9(1890). 
(73) Dewar and Jones, Proc. Ct^ea* Soc.. i£, 5(1904), 
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(59)* This compound reacted, with hydrochloric acid to liberate 
acetylene. The compound was not 1solated» 
Gol^lt tormB two carbonyl cofflpourad®, colalt tetrs-
earhonyl, CogCCO)^, and cobalt tricarbonyl, Go^CCO)j^g (74) • 
fhe tricarbonyl is prepared by careful heating of the tetra-
carboE^l. Cobalt tetracarlxinyl is a yellow» crystalline sub­
stance. It melts at It is soluble in moat organic sol­
vent® • 
Cobalt tricarbonyl foms black-glistenii^ crystals 
which are sparingly soluble in benzene and pentan© arid insol­
uble in fflost other ordiimry solvents. The cobalt carbonyls form 
eo»plex coiBpounds with aailnes. 
Cobalt carbonyl hydride, H2Co(G0)^, may be prepared Ijgr 
the action of barium hydroxide on cobalt tetx^carbonyl (75)* 
This substance is a clear, yellow liquid which solidifies at 
.330c, fhe acid strength of this hydride has been fouM to be 
between that of formic acid and of acetic acid (18)- Cobalt 
carbonyl nltrosyl, Co(G0)5N0, is formed by the action of a 
fflixture of carbon nonoxide and nitric oxide on cotelt (76)• 
The assuaption may lae drawn that the catalytic action 
of raetals on the decomposition of diphenylraercury and dibenzyl-
merctiry, forcing blphenyl and bibenzyl respectively, my be due 
(74) Hieber^ Muhlbauer, aM Ehaann, Ber«. 6S. 1090(1932)| Mond, 
Hirtz and Cowap, J. Chem. §QS.», SX# 796(1910) • 
(75) Hleber, Asmew. Chero^T^f. i^(l9W)$ Hieter and Scimlten, 
, 1* Mmm' sussi^ shss'. 22S» 29(1937). 
(76) Blanchard, ^fter, and Adams, £* i®. Chea, Soc.. q6. 16 
(193^). 
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to the ffilgrmtlon of phenyl ixt benzyl radical from Mercury to 
the ffletal employed as a catalyet, with the subeequefit de6<^>o* 
sitioii of the iiew or^anos^talllo into the eouplii^ produot and 
setai (77) • fhia oonolasi<»i is substantiated, in part, by t^e 
faet "tost those sel^lfl, with the exception of platii»m, effec­
tive in this reaetioa are those of which no organosietallie eoa-
pouM has prepared or of whioh tlvB orga7i<»»»^llie oc^omnds 
deeoapose readily. I^siiwajew and Koton (77) studied the oata?-' 
lytic action of finely divided totals on diph^iiyliMiroiiry ai^ 
dibengylaereui^ bgr heating without solvent, as well as la tl» 
presen«»e of hydr«^en under pressure. Irtm, oobalt, e(^ 
per, silver, sold, palladiua, and platinum were used« The de-
Of^ssing oiNier of effectiveness in the absence of hydr<^«a to 
pr^uce eoupliiB^ products was foii»a to be for diphenylmercux^s 
Fd > Ft > Ag > Aa > Oo > Ou > Fe > Hl| and for dil^QSylsercuryt M > Pt> 
Ag>Au>Ou>Nl>Fe>Oo. fhe decreasing order of effectiveness, 
in the presence of hydrogen, for the decof^sition of dij^ei^l-
sercus^ was fo^astf to be« Pd>Pt>Hl> A6>iMa>C3o>CNi> Fe| and 
for dibensjyljaercurys Pd > Pt > Hi > Aa > Ag > Fe > Co > Oa* Dibenzyl-
meretiry on hySi^emtiffla without a catalyst forms benset^ 
no diphea^l* In toe presence of a catalyst both l^nzene and bi-
phei^l are foraed. The interpretation of experimental remtlts 
on the basis of inter^diate organosetallic eoapounds Is in ao* 
cord with the interpretation given Busch and Weber (23) cm 
the hydx^cKoation of %a*o«»>ben£ene« 
(77) Rasuwajew and Eoton, Igc*, 85^(1933)» 
EXPERIMEflfAL 
ms. Reaotlen st Iron. SM MSMl E3M mm 9msMS. 
Halidee. 
fo several tubes containing a-butyl brc^lde were added 
powdered iron» ni<^el, and coljalt, respectively. The tubes 
were sealed aM heated to 180®. The tubee containing iron 
exploded. Mo reaction occurred on sixteen hours heating in 
the tubes containing cobalt and nickel. 0ro®>benssene gaid 
pc^BTdered iron gave no reaction on heating in a sealed tube for 
eight hours at 210®. 
Iron aiaalgaa was added to ethyl iodide in a taibe* the 
tube wae sealed and allowed to stand in sunlight for six isonthe. 
So reaction occurred. The ethyl iodide was recovered imOhanged. 
To a solution of 0.1 aole of a-butylmgnesium la*cffliide 
in ether was added 0.05 mole of anhydrous ferrous chloride. 
The ruction was refluxed for six hours. The evolution of gas 
was coi^lete at this tisie. Ten gz^ms (0»05 stole) of lodobensene 
in 2§ ol. of ether were ttien added dropwise. Vigorous refltix-
ing ocewrred. When the reaction ceased to reflux of its own 
accord, heat was applied and the reaction sixture was refluxed 
overnight. Hydrolysis was then effected by addition of an iced 
solution of asraonlua chloride, "^e ether layer was separated, 
dried over sodium sulphate, and carefully fractionated* Tim 
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boillns at 78® weighed 2.47 grama. This was identi­
fied as benzene by means of nitration to jg-dinitrobenzene, m* p. 
89^- Six grama of iodobensene wei^ recovered. 
The exp©ri®0»nt was repeated using broiaobenzene in place 
of iodol»nzei». This reaction was not as vigorous as with in^o-
benzene* The yield of benzene was 1«55 graras fro® 7*8 grass of 
brosobenzene. The benzene was identified by nitx^tieei to a-di-
nitrobenaene. 
These reactions were checked several tines with the 
ssree results. Attempts to detenaine the presence of a j^enyl-
iit»n compound in the reaction aixture isgr means of reactions with 
functional groups gave negative results. Benzsldehyde, <»£ygen, 
aj3d allyl biwaide gave no reaction when added to the 
while benzoyl broaide gave a 5^ yield of ethyl bemsoate, bwt 
ao beiaophenoE«i-
To a solution of 0*1 mole of |^enylsagnesii2a broiatde 
la ether was added 0.05 aole of anhydJHsus ferrous cdiloride# 
The reaction was refluxed for four hours. The color test for 
orgaaoi^tAllics was negative. Ten grams (0»05 aole) of iodo-
benzene in USS al* of ether were then added dropwise. So re­
action occui^d. Heat was applied and the reaction was refluxed 
for two hours* Hydrolysis was then effected Tof addition of 
water. & vigorous reaction oeourred with the evolution of large 
qmntities o^f gas and too foraation of ferrous hydroxide. The 
ether layer was separated, dried, and fractionated. Mo benzene 
could be detected. Mine and eight-tenths gmais of iodobeazene 
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recovered, fhia reaction was repeate<i with the same re­
sults. 
i^etion Qi, Ism MlUm slB 
Mt&n^ attespta were isade to prepare phenyllron ec»q>ouad8 
through the action of phenylmgnesiua iodide, phei^ljaagneslua 
Is'Offlid#, or phenyllithiuM on ferric ehloride, ferrous e^lox^de, 
ferrle broiBdde, or ferrous Ic^lde. fheae reactions were cairled 
out at varying coneentmtioas and at te®perat«ire« ranging fi^ 
-55®C. to 35®C. The solvent ejiployed was mried fiHia ether 
to a soluia,oii containing five parte of benzene to one imrt of 
ether. In eomo oases ^ e oz^anosetallie solution was added to 
the iron halide and in soae oases the iron halide was added to 
the o^t^noffietallic solution. In none of these reactions omtM 
any evidence he found for the foraation of an ox%anoin>a Gtm* 
pmmdw In laost oases the reactions were vigorous and hiphei^l 
was forffied in quantitative yield. The reaction aixturea l^ytrzuid 
hlack, depositing an iron rairror on Uie walls of the flask* 
Ferrers chloride failed to raact with the Grigimrd reagents or 
with phenylllthiu® at -55°C!. in two hours of stirring. Ihe 
color test remined posltiw and unchanged fem^us chloride re-
mined in the flask. On warming to -200C., a vigorous reaction 
would set in and bljdienyl was forswd in quantitative yields* 
the fraction of few^ous iodide with i^enyllithiufi and with the 
4> 
Silgiiapa reagents gav® a mixture consisting of two layers. Hy* 
arolyele of an aliquot froia the larger, upper layer gave the 
same a®ntnt of Mphenyl as was obtained on hydrolysis of an 
aliquot froffi the siaaller, lower layer. Both aliquots indicated 
a quantitative yield of hlpher^l# However, the amoiait of fer-
rcms hydroxide ohtaifHid from the Iwer layer was many tiaes 
that ohtaii»d fro® tlm upper layer, this proved that the hi-
phenyl was not forsied fro® hydrolysis of a phenyliron eoi^utid. 
Sunerous attei^ts to detemine the presence in solution of an 
oi^noiron c<mpouM« hy reacting the solutions with functional 
gi^ups, gave IK3 evidence of the existence of an organoiron eoa-
pout^ even at -55®C, Benzoyl halides yielded ethyl l»na5oate 
in 80 to 9(^ yields, phenyl isocyanate gave a quanti^tlve yield 
of its trifisr, and hensaldehyde gave m reacti<m* 
Xn an attes^t to stabilize the pxdi^ry valence of iron, 
by filling the secoMary ^ lenee» fei^rcms chloride tetnii^3fidlne 
was px^pared i7B) aM reacted with an ether solution of phei^l-
aagnesiua ^ ^ide. The only effect of t\m pyridine was to de­
crease the rate of reaction* Five days stirring were required 
to obtain a negative color test. Hydrolysis at this point gave 
a quantitative yield of bljAier^l. 
"Oie chlorides and hramX&eB of nickel and cobalt wei^ 
fiHind to react in the saoe maimer as the chlorides and broreides 
{783 fhls eoaqpouM was prepared according to the directions of 
Welnland, Effl^.r ^  Beok, fbana-. SSS. 374(1927) 
l£* SX» 2231(1927)]. 
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of Iron, fliey reacted with phenylroagneslum halides to produce 
Uiphenyl in quantitative yields. No evidence of organoeobalt 
or organoniekel eoiapouiiKis was obtained. 
Reaetion st :sMk Esmms 
An etlier-laenEene solution containing 0.1 sole of <3^-
mi:d}thyliBagneeiuffl bromide was cooled to *•10® in an iee-aalt 
bath. To this solution was added 12»8 gmms (O.l mole) of an* 
hydrous ferrmis chloride. No apparent reaction ocmirred. After 
stirring for twenty*four hours in an ice*salt feth, the color 
test was still strongly positive and lai^e aaounts of ferrous 
chloride, which was free of organic mtter, were still present 
in the flask, fhe reaction was then allowed to eoae to room 
teaperature. fhe color test was negative after four hours, the 
solution was t^ack, and a metallic mirror covered the inside of 
the flask. Ttie reaction was then hydr^lysed by addition of 
I \ 
iced-water. A lai^e aaount of ferrous hydroxide t^rrmA* Hie ( i  
Mnzene layer was separated, dried over sodiua suli^ate, fil­
tered, smd distilled, fen grams of naphtlaalene (7^) and 2 
! 
grams 116^) of M-<af-i«phthyl were obtained. No iron was present f 
i 
in the t^msene layer. 
This reaction was repeated and 0.05 saole of benzoyl hvo^ 
fflide was added as soon as a negative color test was obtained* 
fhe reaction mixture was stirred for two hours and then hydro-
lysed. Mo ar-benzoyliaphthalene was obtaii^d. 
4^5-
^ Reaction ss£ tiM I'fI'mii M4a&« 
To a solution of 0»05 raols of cj^nsphthyllithium in 
sl^sr, cooled to -55° ia a dry-ice aoetoi» ba^, was addM 
0.05 »ol« of ferrous iodide in ether solution. Two layers 
foroed in the reaction adxture. The larger, upper layer was 
almost colorless. The lower layer was felack and viscous* Ne 
solid ims formed. The color test was soon negative. To this 
fflixture was added 0.<^ sole of Ijensc^l ta^saide. The reaction 
was stirred at -55^ for om-half hour and then allowed to wars 
to ro<^ temperatui^. Tim reaction was then hydrolysed with 
distilled water. A large aaount of ferrous hydroxide was 
formed* The bensoyl la*oalde was recovered as bensoic acid* 
Three anA nine*tenths grass (6C^) of naphthalene was obtained. 
On© and threeN-tenths gi^as (2Q^) of the M-ofr-mphthyl were ob­
tained. Ho cc-l^nsoylnaphthalene was obtained. 
^ Si flwrigg 2^ 
To a solution of 0.1 sole of phenylaagnesiiMi in 
ether was added 5*65 gi^as (O.C^ laole) of anhydmis ferrle 
fluoride. Five days stirring of %hB reaction slxture were re­
quired to obtoin a negative color test. Ko trace of i^tallic 
iron was present ia the reaction flask* & reddii^-browa pre­
cipitate sixed with white ci^stale was present ia the solid 
phase. The ether layer was light-red in color. The ether 
layer was filtei^d through sintered glass and hydrolysed. A 
very slight aaount of ferric hydroxide was tormd on feydrolysia 
of the ether layer* Careful fractioimtion of the ether layer 
gave six grams (77%) of liquid boiling at 7B^* this was identi­
fied as benzene by nitJ^tiott to a-di^ltroben^em# A solid 
residtt© reaained in the flask after reraoval of beaaene 
fraction. This was distilled in steaa. fhe solid oolleoted in 
the distillate weighed 1.2 graas (15*5^ yield) auid oelted at 
69®. It gave no depression in melting point with knamt Id-
phenyl. The l^nssene aii^ biphenyl ob^ined aeoounted fea? 92.5^ 
of the phenylfflsgnesiuffi teroialde employed in the reaotion* 
"The red solid present in the original reaction flask 
was soluble in benzene. Remsval of tim benzene froa the soJUi-
tioa gave a red, hygroscoiAc solid which oontaii^ no oi^atc 
aatter. This r«d solid was not identified* 
Repeated experisents using varying aaounts of ferric 
fluoride and ^eziylii^gnesium broislde showed that thz^e equi* 
valents of (Irlgnard reagents to one of ferric fluoz^de w®f» 
consumed in the reaction* fhe addition of more ths^ three 
equivalents of Origmrd reagent gave a reaction sixturNt whieh 
continued to give a positive eolor test after standing a year* 
fo a solution of 0*2 ®ole of ffiethylaagnesiuai 
la ether vms added 11 grams (0.1 »ole) of ferric fluoride* 
The ffiixture was stirred for two weeks wiiai no apparent reaction. 
The contents of the reaction flask were then transferred to a 
Schlenk tube and sealed# The tube was opened after stendlng 
for five ffionths. Ctoly a very slight pressure was present la 
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th© -tobe. 1?her# was no evidence of &nf reaction having oecurred 
as th® solution gave a very strong color test ana toe feivic 
fluoride was unchanged in the tulw. 
Sit f^aetlon Qg IjbMM-
this reaction was carried out according to the direction* 
of Chai^tier (48e) for -yie preparation of phenyliroa Iodide* 
To a solution of 0.05 fflole of phenylamgnesiua Taroaide la et3:a9r 
was addled 0«05 laole of anhydrous zinc chloride in ether• lo 
the phei^laine chloride, so obtained, was added 0.05 raole of 
ferrous iMide in 50 ml- of ether* No warsin® occurred. This 
ffilxtare was then r^fluxed for two hours. Seven graas (0.05 
ffiole) of benzoyl chloride were added to toe reaction sd.x'Uxz^. 
A slight mrming occurmd. fhis reaction was stirred for one 
hour and then allowed to stand overnight, fhe products !»>• 
lated on hydrolysis were, 3 graras of ethyl benzoate, 0*22 grmm 
of bensoic acid, 1*4 gr&me of henzophenone (1^ yield), 0.3^ 
gmm of Hphenyl, and 1.45 grass of benzene. Som tar was also 
obtained. The hydroxides fo^raed on hydrolysis wer^ filtered 
off &za washed free of chlorides. Analysis of the hydrcMcides 
for iron and Einc showed thea to consist of 3 atoms of iron to 
t atoms of Einc. 
An ether solution contaiiidn® 0.5 sole of phenylaagnesiua 
la'Offiide was filtered into a one liter flask under nltrogsn* 
To this Grlgnard solution was added a solutim of 0.5 Esole of 
-•48* 
zlm shlopia® in ether. The solid phenylzlno chloride tormd 
waa waehed with ether and then covered with 500 ®1» of an etiwr 
solution eontaining 0«5 ®ole of ferrous iodide* This mixt^ire 
was stirred aiid refluxed for two hours. A 10 ral. portion of 
the reaction ®ixture was then hydiHjlyswa with distilled water. 
The hydroxides fornwd were filtered off and washed free of 
halldea# The hydroxides so obtained gave a volusimms pi^eipi-
tate of ElrM5 sulphide when a qualitative test was raade for sine. 
After seven hours sore of refluxing, another sai^le of the re» 
aetion mixture was removed- The hydr<»tldes obtained at this 
point were ftmrnS. to eonaist of approximtely 5G^ ferrous hy­
droxide and 50^ 2ine hydroxide. Analysis was raade "isf igndlting 
the oixed hydroxides to the oxides and extracting tl» soluble 
gin© oxide with dilute acetic acid. The zine was reprecipi-
tated ^ addition of sodium hydroxide to the neutral point of 
methyl oi^nge* filtered, washed, and weighed* The iron oxide 
was washed, ignited, and weighed. The yield of Mphe^yl as 
isolated toy ether extraction of the hydrolysis products was 
at this point- After another five hours refluxing another 
sample was hydrolyeed# The yield of Mphei^^l was 63^ aM the 
hydr^ides consisted of 67^ iron hydroxide and 33% zinc hy-
drceeide* After twelve hours laore of refluxing, the yield of 
Mphe^l was and the hydroxides obtained wei« 90^ ferrous 
hydroxide. The reaction was refluxed another twentyfour hours. 
Hydrolysis of a portion of the reaction aiixture gave a 96% yield 
of biphengrl and the hydroxides obtained gave only a slight test 
for One-half of th& remainder of the reactioa mixture 
was then treated with Imnzoyl br<«2ld«. No benzophenone waa 
isolated on hydroly«iarf Ethyl benzoate and ijlphenyl were the 
ooly proi«ets laolated. The bottom of the Itiltlal reaction 
flask was covered with a black solid which reacted vigorously 
with water to fora large qtmntltles of isflaiB^ble sas and 
ferrets hydr^^lde. Ho difference could be found in the che®-
1«^1 reactivity of irfienylzinc chloride and the mixture obtained 
addlr:® ferrous Iodide to phenylzinc chloride and refluxing 
for two hoars according to the direction of Chas^jetler {48e) 
for the preparation of phenyllron iodide* Mditicwi of acid 
halides pj^duced ketones in both ca^s, while neither woi^ld 
react with allyl la:»oaa.de on standii^ sixteen hours* 
2^ sZ 5aaa4& s2^ 
fo a solution of 0.1 mole of ethylzlnc iodide in ether, 
pi^paf^ according to the directions of Job and I^ich (79)» was 
added 0#1 mole of fesETous iodide in ether according to the di­
rections of Job and Reich (57) for tii® preparation of ethyliron 
iodide. The outlet of the condenser was ooimected to a &&& 
collecting flaskt with a calelua chloride tube connected In-
tenaediately. flm reaction was then refluxed for six hours# 
The evolution of gas from the reaction was slow but contismous# 
The gas collected was passed thXHsug^ a eooling coil at -10®C. 
to retaove ai^ el^er which might be present. A total volui^ of 
(79) Job and Reich, ^ 1^. soc. chla* [4] 1414(1923). 
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575 ffll* of gas was collected. This was analysed with a sodifled 
Wlillaa*® gas analyser. 
Arml. Total unsaturated gases* 39^^. 
Saturated gases, 
Selective oxidation over copper oxide showed no hydrogen 
to he present. Cofflhustlon data gave a value of 3«18 for the 
avei^ge raiaber of carbon atoms in the saturated gases. This 
Indicated a probable mixture of ethane aM t3»tane» 
The reaction mixture was hydrolysed wlto distilled 
water, ^e hydroxides formed consisted of 39ferrous hydrox­
ide aM 60,6% zinc hydroxide. No organic material otoer than 
a siall amount of ethyl iodide was Isolated f«>® the products 
of hydroS^sis* 
This experia^nt was repeated using twice as laz^e a run. 
The gas evolved measured 1320 ml. Analysis of the gas gave 37% 
unsaturated gases and 63% saturated gases. The hydrc^ides ob­
tained on hydrolysis c<mtained zinc hydroxide and 55«2^ 
ferrous hydroxide. 
T)m Ql nw> 
To a solution containing 11.5 grams of ai^ydrous ferric 
chloride in 200 ml. of dry ether was added 20.6 grams of free­
ly distilled tetraethyllead. A slight warming occurred with 
the formtlon of a voluminous precipitate. This precipitate 
was extract«5 with boiling ether until free of lead. Tim resi­
due consisted of 9 grams of anhydrous ferrous chloride which 
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was Identified toy analysis. 
Anal* Calcd. for FeCl2f Fe, 44.1} CI, 55»9« 
Foundi Fe, 44.02; CI, 56 
The ether extracts consisted of ox^anic lead cosiKmnds 
containing chlorine. tbeir decoaposition points they 
were protebly a aixttire of triethyllead chloride and diettiyl-
lead dichloride. No organoiron compouM was fon^d. 
Tetimetl^llead was found to be without action on fer-
r^s iodide, ferrous chloride, colmltmas brtMiide, and niclcel-
ous broffllde. Chloroplatinie acid was reduced iainediately 
tetf%6^yllead to deposit sietallic platinum. 
^ at g'trcsma IsSlSs im '^n-vrrnXmlUa^-
fhis reaction was run using ferrous iodide alone with 
tri-j^anisyllead and using ferrous iodide in the presence of 
iron powder* The results were the 8aiE» in both cases* 
fen gra®s of tn»jg-anisyllead mere added to a solution 
of O.Olf a©le of ferrous iodide in iao al. of ether and I50 ml. 
of dry benzene. A yellow precipitate of lead iodide for®ed 
iraraediately. fhe black color of ferrous iodide disappeared 
leaving a yellow solution which would blacken imaediately on 
expoimre to air. The solution gave no color test with Michler's 
ketone* This solution was filtered under nitn^en fp(m the 
solid precipitate. The solution after filtration was di^ded 
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into two equal psirts. One part was treated with 1*85 graas of 
I)©n2©jl fei^fflide. This was re fluxed for two hc*ire and hydm-
lysed. The Isenzoyl bromide was recovered as benzoic acid. Ho 
ketone tormeS^ 
fhe residue in the initial reaction flask was extracted 
with benzene. 'Hiie gave 4 grams of teti^jg-anisyllead, p. 
l45®. A mixed awlting point with tetra-g-anisyllead gave im 
depression. There remained 1*58 graras of lead iodide which was 
identified dissolving in amiaonium acetate and precipitating 
as lead chromate* 
fhe half of the filtered solution which was imt tz^ated 
with benzoyl broalde was hydrolysed. The hydrolysis products 
were extracted with ether, the ether extz^cts dried and dis­
tilled. Ho anisole was obtained. A mixture of organolead ccxi-
pounds consisting chiefly of a yellow compound melting at 122®, 
was obtained. This yellow solid was identified as dl-^anisyl-
lead diiMide by ®emi8 of a mixed melting point with a ssaigjle 
of di-p-anisyllead diiodide later prepared by Mr. J. C. Bailie 
(80). The yield of pire product was 0.9 gram. 
The iron from the ferrmas ic^ide remained in solution 
until hydrolysis was effected. It then precipitated as ferric 
hydroxide. This reaction is analagous to the reaction obtained 
by Mr. J. C. Bailie from triaryllead coa^xmnds with magnesiuB 
iodide in which he obtained ik> Grignard reagent. 
(80) Unpablished woilc in this laboratoi^. 
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fhis reaetioa was repeated witti the same z^sults* The 
reaction was also inm using powdered iron along with ferrous 
iodide and tri-jpj^anisyllead. ISie results were also the mum 
in this ease. 
SM Reaction qI 
To a solution of 0.05 raole of 2,4,6-triaethylpheii^l-
mgnesiu® hroffiide la an ether-benasene solution (2 parts of 
ether to 1 part benzene) was added slowly 0.05 sole of anhydxmis 
eot^ltous hrofflide, CoBr^. "Rie reaction sixture was oooled in 
an aoetorae-dry ice hath. Ho x*eaetion was apparent at this low 
tespemture. The color test for oi^anosetallica refined as 
strong after thr^e hours stirring as at tiie start. The reaction 
was then allowed to warm up to -20*^ in an ice-salt lath. An 
ii^ediate reaction set in, the solution became black, and the 
color test soon becaiae negative. Hydrolysis of this solution 
Sare a 20^ yield of biaeaityl- No organic oaterial containins 
co^lt could Ixi isolated. 
 ^ MXM MJLs&H QmsiM-
Aifliydrous nickel cyanide, NiCGa)^, was prepared by de­
hydration of the hydrated salt. This was accoa^lished by 
heating to 230® under nitrogen until no mare water was evolTed* 
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To a solution of O.C^ solo of phei^lsn^esius bimid® 
in 100 al. of «th«r was added 5-5 graas (0.05 sole) of tee ait-
hydrous itieltel cyanide. A very slow reaction set in wi^ darken* 
ing of the reaction mixture. The reaction was stirred for thw»e 
weeks* A strong i^asitiTe color test was obtained at this time* 
Hydrolysis of ^ e reaction gave 1.05 grams or 27^ of Mphenyl 
melting at 68^-69°» Mo oz^anoniokel eos^undl oould l» ii^slated. 
this experisent was repeated wit^i the se^ results. A 
very slow reaction occurred. The yield of Mphei^l was 1*15 
grasis (30^) after three weeks of stilling. 
^ St isSMa sUk MaiSM MIU stl m 
armiti yixi Metals. 
Iltenyliiagnesiua iodide was reacted wi-Ui a halide salt 
of each of the ii»tals of group VIXI aecordiiag to the pz^edure 
hy which Pope and i^eaohey (lb) pjreparNsd trii»9tl^lplstlxaxB iodide. 
gran of iiagii^siuffi turnings was placed in a clean, dry, three* 
neck fiask» fitted with a coMenser, sechanioal stirrer, and a 
dropping fumel. I^e magnesium was covered wi^ 5 al. of an-
hydrous ether and a few drops of ic^otw&nzene were added. After 
initiation of the z^action, the reiaainder of 8.1 graas of iodo.> 
tmnzerm in 10 al. of dry ether was added dropwise* The inaction 
sdxture was reflaxed means of a hot plate f«? thirty ninutes 
after it had ceased to retlxm of its own heat. The solution 
was then allowed to cool and IJ^ sl« of dry hensene were added. 
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fhis solution was then filtered through a sintered glaaa plate 
and star^ardized by acid titration. All work wae earried oat 
in an atmosphere of nitrc^en. 
A slight excess of phei^liaagnesiiia iodide aolutltm* pre­
pared in the abofve i^ner, wae placed la a clean, dry^ thx^s#-
neck flasi: under nitrogen. The solution was th^ cooled by 
aeans of an ice-salt bath until a saall aaount of benzene hi^ 
frossen arouaS the edge of ttie flaak. fo this well-stirr^ 
fixture was slowly added the anhydrous metal hallde fluahiag 
fro® a dropping funnel wl^ an ether-benssene aolutlcm. All 
halides were added as aollds in this laanner. 
siMi Bmma 
fo a solution of 0.03 iK3le of phenyloagneslum iodide 
was addled 1-27 grass {0.01 ^ le) of anhydrous ferrous chloride, 
Fe€l^. fhe solution turned blaolc and deposited a black: solid. 
The color test for organoffietalllcs was positive after one hoia* 
of stirring in ioe bath. The solution was -ttien hydrolysis by 
filtration through & sintered glass plate into an ic«l solution 
of aiwoni^ chloride. The hydrolysis piquets wex^ extracted 
with ether. The ether extracts were dH.ed over anhydrmia sodi­
um sulphate, filtered, and tiie ether and benzene were 
under reduced pressure. Steaia distillation of the solid resi­
due gave 1.51 gra®0 of bljdienyl aelting at 68®-9®- A alxed 
smelting point with a known saa^le of Mphenyl gave ao depression. 
-36"* 
Tim yield of biphenyl was 98^ of th« theoretical based on the 
aiaount of ferrous chloride employed in toe reaction. Ko other 
organic aaterial ecmld isolated fro® the reaction. The 
solid residue reBSsining in the reaction flask reacted vigor-
oaaly with water giving ferrous hydroxide aad a gas, but tm 
of^anic mterial . IRiis reaction was repeated with laie esiie 
results« 
sm SalialS MsmasL-
To a solution of 0.03 raole of phenylraagneaiua iodide 
was added 2.19 grams (0.01 aole) of anhydrous cobaltous tj^aide, 
OolTg. A black solution resulted with a black deposit in the 
flask, fhe color test for organc^mtallics remined positive, 
^e reaction was worked up in the sasie mxamr as described for 
ferrous chloride. This gave 1.52 gwims of hlphem^l seltis^ at 
A ffiixed mlting point with known biphei^l gave n® de-
pressifm. The yield of biphenyl was 9^ of the theoreti^l 
based on the amount of cobalt broaide employed in t^e reaction. 
The solid residue reaaining in the flask contained no 
©aterial, and no organic raaterial other than biphenyl was iso­
lated frcm the reaction. This reaction was repeated with the 
same remilts. 
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Mm sm Mimi mmM-
To a aolution of 0.095 «ol© of phenyliK^nesiuffl iodide 
was added 6,3^ graas C0,03 mole) of sahydrotte niekeloas bro­
mide, MiBr^. fhe solution Tsecaae blaek and a blaelc deport 
was obtaiiied* fhe eolor test for orgamisetallios reBsained 
5«5aitlTe. fhe reaction mixture was worked up in the oanner 
described for f err cms chloride, fhis gave 4.6 gmms of M-
^enyl raeltir^ at 67®-9®* fhe selting point was not depressed 
by known biphenyl. fhe yield of biphenyl wa« quantitative 
based ©a the ai8«Hint of nickel TSKroalde employed in ttoe reaction. 
Ho other oi^nic raaterial was isolated, fhe residual solid in 
tiMi reaction flask contained m organic saatter. fhis reaction 
was repeated with the sa®i x^sults. 
fhe Iteactifn^ with OhloridUi. 
grasi of contn^rcial ruthenius chloride was dehydrated 
in an electric fuimce at 380^. in an atmosphere of chloiiLne. 
fhis gave 0.T5 grams of anhydrmis rutheniua trichloride, I^lij. 
fhis halide was added to a slight excess of phenylmgmsiua 
iodide. A prm^% reaction occurred, ^e color test for organo-
setallies renaiiMsd positive, fhis reaction was worked up in 
the manner described for ferrous chloride giving 0.82 gma of 
bi phenyl iwilMng at 68^-^9®. A isdxed meMng point with known 
biphenyl gave no depression, fhe yield of Id phenyl was 99^ of 
the theoretical based on the aw>ant of rutheniua trichlozlde e»-
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ployed. Ro other organic material was Isolated from the re-
aetlon. The ruthenium was reduced to ruthenima setal whloh 
wae deposited on the Tx^ttom of the reaction flask, fhis ^ tal-
lie deposit did not react with water. It gave a 
str«ak when rutofeed m a porous plate. When viewed u^er a 
mioroseope, it appeared as a ®8tai without eiystalllaa 
for® whieii had the appeamnce of having beefi fused. Fits aM 
extmBlons were visible on the surface. This reaction was aot 
repeated. 
lis idL^ Mgriai' 
gii^is of ooiraterolal rhodium tiflohlort.de, ^Glj, was 
dehydrated ly heating to 440®G. in an atmsphere of ehlorin^. 
fhi# ga^ 0.75 gram (0.0036 aole) of anhydrous sliodlt^ 
chloride, RhGl^, whloh was added to 0.015 Tsola of phenylaiagnes-
Ivm iodide. A slow reaotloxi set in and the solutlcm gi^tcbtally 
T^m&m llaoic wi^ deposition of a felaok solid, fhe reaction 
aixture was alleged to stand overnl^it after having be^i stirz^ 
for six hcnirs in an ioe*salt feath. Tiie oolor test for orgai^ 
oetstlllos was positive. The reaction was woz^be^ up in the 
sase mnner as described for ferrous chloride, fhis gave 0.81 
gra® (97.5^) of bii^enyl selting at 68®-9®. A alxed aeltlng 
point with known blj^enyl gave no depression. Metalllo rhodlua 
resmined in the reaction flask. Sals gave a iietallio sti^ak 
when rubbed on a pormis plate. When viewed under a aloroscope* 
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this solid ahowed a laetalllc luster. It consisted of 
lus^s, with inany pits and extrusions^ having eraoka vlsihlo 
across th© surface. Ho organic laatsrlal other than Mph®i^l 
was ohtained. this reaction was not repeated. 
sm S^JUssMs.-
Om gtsm of anhydrous palladium chloride, PdClg, 
Co.00^ jKile) was reacted with 0.0163 fflole of phenylBagnesluia 
iodide* This gave a -rigorous reaction and a blac^ deposit of 
®i^llie palladiua appeared iiMsedla^ly# The inaction was 
stizTed for three hoars la an ioe«s8lt Ijath and ^en allowed 
to stand overnight, fho color teat for organoaetallie o<^ipound8 
reaalned positive* The reaction was then worked vcp in the 
isanmr previously described for ferrous chloride. This ga^ 
0.85 of hipho^tyl salting at A mixed aeltii:^ ijoint 
with fenofsm Mphei^l gave no depression. This was a 98^ yield 
of biphenyl based m the palladiua atbloride efflployed in the 
ruction. The black deposit of smtallio palladiua was sskjx^ 
phous but gave a raetallic luster. Ho oiBanic wtterial otiier 
than blpheayl was isolated fro® the reaction. This reaction 
was not repeated. 
^ WWk 2iS&$B8 gfeXeiMt* 
Osfflluin trichloride was prepared heating aiffi3onlii!ia 
ohlorosmte to 350^^* in a current of ohlorim. The 0.82 gram 
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of s«blira©a salt was added to a slight ©xeeas of phenylaagnesiua 
i^id®. A proi^t reaetion took plao® and th® solution t»>oai^ 
dark* Hydrolysia gave 0.3^ gwwi (53^) of Mphenyl melting at 
68®-9®. A fflixM laeltii^ point with known biphea^l gave xm de-
preasion. A aiaall aatount of black, tarry, oi^anie material ooa-
taining osafiua remaiaed after reaoval of ^e biphenyi. Thia 
material ©ould not be induced to orystallize. The lai^er part 
of the osffliu® was precipitated as metallie ossiua blaek durii^ 
the reaetion. this reaction was not repeated. 
fhe Rttaetign with Iridiuai Chloride. 
On© gram of eoOTeroial indlus triohloride was de­
hydrated in a current of chlorine at fhis gave 0*9 graa 
of anhydrous Iridiua trichloride, IrClj. fhls was added to a 
slight excess of phenylmgneslua iodide. Sb apparent reaction 
took place. After two hours stirring in an ice*s^lt l»th the 
reaetion ims allowed to com to room tesiperature* After thi^e 
weSks stirring, a im^tXre color test was obtained. The re-
actiim was hydrolysed with iced ai^sioniusi chloride solution^ 
the benzene layer was separated and dried, and the benzei^ was 
removed under reduced pressure. Steam distillation of the 
residue gave 0.2 graa of biphenyl iwltlng at 69®. A mixed 
Wilting point with known biphenyl gave no depression. The yield 
of bipheii^l was only 2B% of the theorstical based on the iridic 
chloride. A saall aacmnt of a brown as^rphous solid, rese»« 
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blliig that obtained from the reaction of platlnie chloride 
«lth phenylffiagnesluffi iodide, was obtained. This solid burned, 
on heating in a flame, leaving a residue of ffietallic iridiua. 
fhls material was difficultly soluble in benzene, aloohol, 
acetone, and ether. It was readily soluble in dioxane* It 
appeared to be a isixture as it was only partially soluble in 
some solTents. This reaction was not repeated-
Sim Slitoddla-
Two and one-tenth grams of anhydrous platinio Chloride, 
prepared according to the B»thod of Kharasch and Ash-
ford {17), were added to six equivalents of pheaylmgnesium 
iodide. A reaction set in at once with the appearance of 
beautiful golden crystals in the reaction mixture. Hi# re­
action was stirred for thirty minutes at rooa temperature after 
the addition of platlnie chloride was cojipleted. The color 
test for oi^anometallies was negative at this point. The con­
tents of the flask were then poured into ice water and ex­
tracted repeatedly with benzene. The benzene extracts were 
dried over sodiuia sulphate, filtered, and ooncentz^ted under 
reduce pressure. A heary^ reddish-lar^wn powder separated 
fro» the benzene* This solid was only slightly soluble in 
benzene, alcohol, or chloroform. It was readily soluble in 
dioxane and insoluble in water. The teaperature of ^e i^lvent 
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had no &pp&ren% effect on the solublHty of thie aaterial. On 
heating in an open flaiae, the sabstance burned with a smoky 
tlmm leaTing a residue of metallic platima. It gave an ex­
cellent ^ nialitative test for iodine. Chlorine tests were nega­
tive. fhie material was amlyeed for platimt® Ijy twrning and 
weishing the platinum residue* 
Amt\. Founds Pt. 37.9, 37.?. 
This analysis does not correspond to ^ e calculated value for 
any expected coapoui^ and soluMlity tests indicated that the 
material was a mixture of various eo^pouMs. No crystalline 
®ateH.al could be isolated. 
A porticai of this solid was dissolved in hot conc^^ 
trated nitric acid. "Phe solution deposited, on cooling, white 
needles, which after crystallization from alcohol raelted at 
229® and gave no depression in aelting point when ttixed with a 
known sample of 4,4*«dlnitroblphenyl. Biphenyl was found to 
nitrate to 4,4*-dinitroblphenyl under the saae coz^itions* How­
ever, the platimasKContaining solid had been washed several 
tiwss with benzene, in which toiphenyl is very soluble, so it 
appears unlikely that tlm 4,4*-dinitrotrfLphenyl was derived di­
rectly fi^ biphenyl contained in this laaterial. 
In a second nxn, four equivalents of phesr^lmgnesiuia 
iodide were reacted with 1.1 gr^is of platinic chloride, fhe 
color test for org^osetallics was negative after one hmir. 
Another four equivalents of phenylaagnesiua iodide were then 
added to the reaction isixture. fhe color test again b«caae 
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n«gatlTe after one hour. The addition of two sore equiimlents 
of pbenylaagnesiua iodid© left a solution whleh gave a positive 
eolor test after stirring ovemight. fhe golden precipitate 
which appeared at the start of the reaction was gom and a 
heavy whit® precipitate was present in the reaction flask* Mo 
watallic platiiaia was visible* The white precipitate was ex­
tracted ret^atedly with ether to reraove unreacted Grignard re­
agent and BMagnesiua salts. The ether extracts contained sose 
platiiittBi. This precipitate darkened on exposure to air. It 
gave a qiaalitatlve test for raagnesiuiij and iodine, which could 
not he reisoved by repeated extraction with ether. Q,ualitative 
tests for chlorine were negative. This white precipitate gave 
no color test. It reacted vigorously wl^i water to give a 
brown, platiraia-eoataining substance which froa platimia anal­
ysis was the same as that previously described. This wliit» 
precipitate was aimlysed for platimim and oasnesluia. Sai^les 
were procured by adding dfy ether to the reaction flaski stir­
ring then produced a suspension, which was forced out into a 
sintered glass filter plate, sealed in a ^be. The sa»pl© was 
dried in a strea® of nitrogen asid weighed in a bulb. The sample 
was deeoMposed by dilute sulphuric acid, which dissolved the 
masnesium but not t^e platinsira. The insoluble platlnua con­
taining portion was washed free of amgnesiua, burned, and the 
residual platlmaa was weighed, ^e mgnesluo was precipitated 
as magnesium aB»3niua phosi^ate, ignited and weighed as the 
pyrophosphate. 
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Aiml. Founas Pt, 18.66, 18.521 %, 5*78, 5-72. 
fhls aimlysls shows a ratio of 2.5 atoms of BKtgneslum to 1 of 
platimim. Hydrolysis of the white precipitate reaainiiig in ^e 
reaction flasic gave 0.5 gz^ia of Hw browa» platinua-'contalni^ 
powder. Ho Mi:^©r^l was forared duririg this hydrolysis. This 
mterial had no rasltir^ point. On heating in a melting point 
tube, it deoofflposed at arcftind 185^-200®. I^e material con­
sisted of a aixture of oo^jounds as it varied slightly in solu­
bility and tl^ percentage of platinun varied from 30.5^ to 47*8^ 
on varioue fractions of t^is faaterial. 
A check on ^be amount of phenylsagnesiiaa iodide required 
to give an excess of Grigimr^ reagent in ^ e rmction with 
platinlc chloride gave the sai^ results, ten equivalents of 
Orignard reagent being added before a permanent color test could 
be obtained* 
Due to the amorphous nature of tlie mtex^al, aM iim 
Iscit of a»lting point, no individual coBipounas could be isolated. 
Oi^ and eight-tenths grams of platinous chloride, 
pi*epared accoriin^ to tlM» directions of Kharasch and 
Ashford (17), were added slowly to a solution of six equivalents 
of aethylraagnesiuffi iodide in an ether-benzene i^lution. The 
reaction mixture was cooled in an ice-salt bath and was stirred 
at this temperatajire for two hours. The reaction was toen al­
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l0»ea to stand overnight. This gave a dark-brown solution with 
a small aisount of solid ia the bottom of the reaction flask# 
Hydrolysis was effected by addition of water inhil® the reaction 
was cooled la an ice-lcath. Awmoniua chloride was then added to 
dissolve the raagnesiua hydroxide. The benzene layer was eepa-
i%ted» dried over sodlua sulphate, filtered, and evaporated to 
dryness. A very slight aiioixnt of unidentified solid reaained. 
The main product of the reaction consisted of a very difficultly 
soluble» affiorphoua, dark-brown pmder. This pcwder was slightly 
soluble in acetone or alcohol, and was insoluble in water, 
petroleum ether Cb.p., 6o8®), chloroform, or benzene. Analysis 
of the substance iitdicated it to be diiaethylplatinua dliodide. 
Anal. Calcd. for Cgl^Ptl^J Pt, 4o.?5j 1, 52.99? 
C, 5.OI1 H, 1»25. 
Found* Pt, 40.59s I, 53.5J C, 5.00f H, 1.8T. 
To a solution of 0.02 aole of ^ aiJ^imphthylaagnesiua bro-
ffiide in e^er-benasene solution, cooled In an ice^salt bath, 
was added slowly 0.5 gi^a of platiUKJUs chloride, P1M31g. ©le 
reaction was stirred for six hours. A brown solution reiRilted. 
This solution was poured onto cracked ice said extracted with 
benssese. ^e benzene solution was dried, filtered, and conceit 
trated to a siaall voluae under reduced pressure. Mdltion of 
alcohol precipitated a brown powder, which was washed several 
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tlfflaa with hot alcohol and ©ther to remove naphtiialen© or 
ljl-<2('«aaphthyl. The weight of product was 0#55 gra® (61^) 
baaed on the platlnous chloride used la the inaction, fhia 
product was very soluble in benzene and chloroform- It was 
very slightly soluble in alcohol, ether, or petroleum ether, 
fhe teiaper^ture of the solvent had no effect on tiie solubility 
of this mterial. It could not be induced to ciiYatallize froa 
any of these solvents^ On heating^ thie product decoi^osed witli-
out welting. Decoffipoaltion produced a strong odor of naphtha­
lene. Sodium fusioa gave no test for halogen. Analysis of the 
product indicated an impure for® of di-^-naphthylplatiraim. 
Anal. Oalcd * 
H, 3«12. 
Fouiias Pt, 45.Ill c, 51*95; H, 3.35. 
To a solution of 0.45 gram of di-^-naphth^lplatiuuffi in 
50 ffll. of dry ^ xyl&rm was added 5 gmas of benzoyl t»*oiBide. 
This solution was refluxed for five hours. Evolutic® of large 
anotuits of hydrogen broaide was noted. The solution was oooled^ 
filtered, eind distilled. Five grams of an oil boiling at 187®-
189*^ at 1? mm* were obtained. This pr<»luct was identified as 
2,4-dlaethylben25ophenoa0 by preparation of its oxii®, a. p. 126®. 
A aixed raelting point with a Icnown sample of the <x&Xm of 2,4-
dimetJ^lbeaJiophenom gave no depression. 
Refluxing of benzoyl broaide in xylene without platiiaia 
being present gave no reaction. 
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Platinle chloride was also found to act as a condensii^ 
agent for the preparation of 2,4-dimethyl^®ri25ophenone froa l»n-> 
zoyl brofaide and raeta-xylene. Seven and five-tenths grams of 
benzoyl bromide, 30 ml. of ii^ta-xylene, and 1 graia of ani^drous 
platinlo chloride were heated to refltulng of the xylene for 
eight hmirs. the evolution of hydrogen broalde was vlgormis« 
Six grama (Tl^) of 3,4—dloethylbenzophenone were obtained on 
worsting up the reaction. The ketom was Identified 1:^ prepar­
ation of its oxlffle, a. p. 126®. A mixed melting point with a 
known sample of the oxla® gave no depression. 
tM Qt iljyi 
fhls reaction was carried out by Pope and Peachoy (1) 
for the preparation of tria»thyIplatlnus! Iodide. However, the 
reaction 1« rauch more ooa^llcated than would be indicated 
their report- Coapound® other than trlmethylplatinus iodide 
are obtaimd. As trlmethylplatlnusa iodide was the de-
aired in tliis study, attempts were Bade to discover the ocmdi-
tltme »9ce8sa77 to obtain optimim yields of t^la compound. The 
conditiona described below were foui^ to toe the most satisfac­
tory. 
Aitfiydi^s platinle chloride was prepared according to 
the directions of Khammeh and Aahford (17). 
A solution of aethylma^esium iodide was prepared fnsa 
15 graiBS {0.105 oole) of aethyl iodide, 40 ml. of anhydrous 
jdC v-Ai; 
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ether, mvA 2,3 grass (0.105 atom) of iBagnealura. The resultii^ 
Grlgmra solution was diluted with &0 ml. of dry benzene. This 
solution was filtered through glass wool into a clean* dry 
flask. The Grigrmx^ solution was then cooled to -10^ and 8.5 
grafflg <0.025 sole) of anhydrous platinie chloride wer® added 
in sciall portions to the well-stirred reaction* Stirring was 
continued for four hours after the addition of platinic chloride 
was coaplete. Hydrolysis was then effected lay the addition 
of water while the reaction was cooled in an ice bath. The 
reaction products were extracted repeatedly wi^ benzene, the 
benzene extracts were dried over sodium sulphate, filtered, and 
eiJncenti^ted to a sraall'volume under reduced pressure. A 
heavy reddtsh-brown powder separated from the concentrates. 
Sufficient benzene was added to increase the volume to 50 al. 
The benzene was heated to boiling and filtered from the residue. 
The residue was extracted with another 50 al. portion of boilin® 
benzera©. The benzene extracts were combined and concentrated 
to 10 ffil. foll^fl^ cooling in an ice-bath. Three and seven-
tenths graiifi of triraethylplatlmia iodide were obtained 
by filtration fro® the benzene. This product was recrystallized 
froffi a mixture of chloroforia and alcohol and identified 
analysis in a pearl tube for platinum and iodine. 
^al. Calcd. for C^H^PtlJ Pt, 53«1'^; 1, 3^»60. 
Founds Pt, 53.20; I, 34.4€, 
4 slight residue remained froo the original benz^:^ ex­
tracts after the two extractions with 50 al. portions of boiling 
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benzene. fhls residue was washed with hot acetone* A brick-
red powder weighing 24 rag. reaairied* On examination under a 
fflicroscope, this substance was found to consist of long slender 
needles. This coiwpound was analysed for platimio and iodine* 
Anal* Founds ?t, 43*30; I, 47*93* 
This analysis doea not correspond to any sis^le eospouM* The 
compound has not been Identified* It is practically insoluble 
in chloroform, acetone, water, ether, and ethyl acetate. It 
is very slightly soluble in hot benzene, xylene, and toluene* 
Tlie benzene from which the trimethylplatinum iodide 
was crystal11zed was removed by a current of dry air* A slight 
residue reaained. This was covei^d with 5 ®1» of pet3K>l®iia 
ether (b.p., 60®^8®) and allowed to stand for thirty lainutes* 
The petroleum ether was filtered off and concentrated to a 
veiy small volume. Eighteen h^. of a crystalline saterial cont-
taining no halogen was obtained* This was identified as tetra-
saethylplatinuia analysis. The analysis was slightly low* 
Anal. Calcd, for Ft, 76.48* 
Founds Pt, 75*46. 
The residual hydrolysis products, which were not ex­
tracted 'ijj benzene, were filtered* Kie solid which remained 
on the filter was washed with alcohol, then with acetone, and 
finally with ether until the washings were colorless* Concen­
tration of these washings gave a large quantity of a red l^gro-
scopie platinuia containing complex which was readily soluble 
in ether, alcohol, acetone, or water* This complex was not 
identified. 
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Th® residue on the filter was then treated with IC^ 
hydrochloric acid with which it reacted to give a black, water 
solution. The water soluble material was extracted repeatedly 
with saall portions of ethyl acetate which removed the color 
froKi tlw water layer. The ethyl acetate extracts were dried 
over sodiui! sulphate and filtered. The ethyl acetate was re­
moved in a vaeuusj dessieator and the residue was then washed 
with acetone until the acetone washings were colorless. There 
reoained 0.1 gram of black crystals which were no longer easily 
soluble in ethyl acetate or water. Analysis of these crystals 
indicated a probability of their l«ing methylplatinum penta-
iodide. 
Anal. Caled. for CH^Ptlsl Pt, 23.10; I, 75.10. 
Pounds Pt, 23*32; I, 75.16. 
Thes® crystals on dissolving in water or alcohol aM heating 
the solution on a steam bath for a short time deposited a black, 
amorphous pt^fter which analysis indicated was methylplatirMiia 
triiodide. 
Anal. Calcd.. for GH^Ptlji Pt» 33-05; I, 64.41. 
Foui^s Pt, 33.20; I, 63.05. 
This iiaterial burned with a luminous flarae in an atmosphere of 
oxygen. This substance is Insoluble in all ordinary solvents 
excepting alcohol in which it is very slightly soluble. At-
teapts to obtain this substance in a crystalline condition were 
unsuccessful. 
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The acetone-^soluble portion of th© ethyl acetate ex­
tracts was evaporated to dryness. The residue was dissolTed in 
ether which was allowed to evaporate slowly in an effort to 
ct^stallize the saterial» fhis left, on standing, 2.15 s^caiae 
of a black saterial which was no longer soluble in ether, ethyl 
acetate, water or acetone. This material was analysed for 
platinoffl aM iodine. The analysis approximated the composi­
tion for diinetliylplatinuss dilodide. 
Anal« Calcd. for C^I^PtlgJ Pt, 4o.?5; I, 52.99. 
Founds Pt, 40.20; I, 51.42. 
This material burned i«?lth a luminous flame in an atmosphere of 
oxygen. 
Four grams of difficultly soluble, black material re­
mained on the filter after the original extraction with et&yl 
acetate. This Saterial was placed in a Sohxlet cup aw! ex­
tracted with alcohol in which it all dissolved on long extrae* 
tlon. %is raaterial was analysed for platimua and iodine. 
The analysis indicated a possibility of the material beii^ 
ffiethylplatlnuiB triiodlde. 
Anal,. Calcd. for CK^Ptljs Pt, 33.051 I, 64.41. 
Found? Pt, 31.951 62.95. 
Ttils material could not be obtained in a crystalline fora. It 
burned with a luminous flame in an atmosphere of oxygen. 
All of the products of the reaction, which contained 
halogen and platinuro, contained iodine. No product containing 
platinum contained chlorine with the possible exception of tiw 
hygr^seopie coaplex which ^as not analysed. 
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It 1® rmoe88&ry that the greatest attention lae paid 
to details if a satisfactory yield of tnaethylplatimiffl iodide 
is to be obtained fro® the reaction of methylsasnesiwa iodide 
with platinic chloride. The Qrignard solution ®i«t be diluted 
with at least four parts of bensene, th© reaction aixtare laist 
be cooled until the benzeiie starts to freeze around the ^age 
of th© flask, and the platinic chloride iBust be added slowly 
in smll portions to the reaction. If these conditions were 
!^t strictly followed, the yield of triffle-Uaylplatlmim iodide 
dipped to zero in sosi© cases. In case no trisiethylplatinuai 
iodide wae obtained, the reaction products consisted entirely 
of the highly icdinated platixms coi^pounds described 
abo^e. 
Atteapts to prepare this compound the action of 
BOdiua Cfi triiMithylplatinum iodide in liquid asE^nia were un­
successful. fi^ierathylplatinus iodide was found to be insoluble 
in liquid i^sionia* Addition of sodium caused the trisethyl'-
platizms iodide to dissolve in the liquid aaaonia, giving a 
water soluble coaplex which regenerated trisethylplatimiffl iodide 
on addition of hydrochloric acid. 
Six-»tentiis gima of trime'^ylplati!^ ic^ide was dis­
solved in 20 ml. of dry benzene aM rsfluxed with l^o equi­
valents of powdered potassiua for ten hours. The reacti^ mix-
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twre was then aliowad to atand for two days* fh« potassium 
was almost coapletely reacted, traces of aetallle platitaia 
had precipitated. A few drops of arsafl sleohol were addf^ to 
destroy auy remaining potasslu®. The solution was filtered 
and the solvent removed. The residue was TOshed wi-to water 
to rsffiOT# inorganic salts, fhe residue was extracted with 
ether. Reaoval of the ether left pale-yellow oi^stals which 
were i^rystalllaed fro® a l»iissene«petrQleua etber solution hy 
slow ccmeentration of the solvent. Colorless crystals of 
hexaffiethyldiplatlmiffl were obtained, fhe yield of hexaaethyl-
diplatiwaa was 0.24 graa fhese eirystalfi wei^ very sol'-
uble in ether, acetone, or benuene. They were insoluble in 
water, arrfl only slightly solulde in cold petx^leua ether Cb«p.> 
60-8®). Considerable diffloulty was experiemed in the n^lysls 
of this oo^o!«B(i to its explosive natuzH». It explodes 
sharply, on heating, with a bjpllliant shower of sparks. Anal­
ysis for platisas! was finally obtained by exploding the ooa-
pound In a Imlb wi^ oapillaz? openi^s. capillaries were 
plugged with alNDut one inch of glass wool to prevent escape of 
platinuffl. After the compound was exploded, a slow current of 
air was passed through the bulb and it was burned to constant 
weight. Analysis for carbon and hydrogen was obtained by 
seattering a weighed saaple of the Hiaterial over a length of 
about four incite in the combustion tul» and igniting a few 
particles at a time. A constant series of small ssEplosions ao-
coi^nied the combustion. 
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Aaal. Galcd. for CgHjgFt2* 81»25j i4»95{ 
H, 3.76. 
Tmm&s Pt, 81.131 G. 14.55; H, 3.92. 
Moleealar weight deteraiimtions, lay lanrering of te« 
freezing point of ^nzene, indicated the coispcmad to toe xm^ 
disBoclated. 
isil* £i* 
dflui. ®«to8^tae« Gffls. benaene A^yr 
1. 0.1000 17 0.06 
g. 0.1440 17 0.09 
Mol. Wt. fosMit 502, 482. 
Oalod. for 06%8p'^* 4^»4. 
Twenty og* of hexaaethyldiplatintim were dissolTed in 
10 »1. of ether. To this solution was added 12.7 m* of iodine. 
T^ie resulting solution was refluxed for several hours until the 
eolor of ic^ia» was gone. A preoipitate had formoA %n tim flai^. 
This preoipitate was orystalllsed frcm benzene and Identified 
as trimettiylplatinua iodide by analysis for platinum and iodine. 
Ami. Galod. for Pt, 53.l4j I, 34.60» 
Fourais Pt, 53«07| I, 34.46. 
The yield of trifflethylplatiiaia iodide was 12 ag. (45^). 
To a solution containing four graats of dimet^lffieroux^ 
in 60 al. of benzene-free hexanes was added 1.5 grass of sodiua. 
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this ffilx^re ii?as stirred for two daya» The aethjlsodium for^d 
was forced, by mesna of nitrogen preaeare, thi^u^h a eaall tube 
into a dry flaslc. Dry H»roui;^ was added to reaove any particles 
of ®©tallie eodiua which might be present, ^he suspension of 
»ethylfioditjffi was then forced over into another flaek* 
fo this suspension of methylsodiuis was added 1 gimm of 
triffle'teiylplatinua iodide* The reaction was stirred for twenty-
four hours ai^ toen hydrolyeed by the addition of 2 al. of a-
aayl alcohol followed by ethyl alcohol and finally water was 
added, fhe hexane layer was separated, dried over sc^ius bu1» 
phate, filtered, and evaporated to dryness, fhe residue was 
covered with 20 al. of petroleum e'toer (b.p., 60»8o). After 
standing for thirty ainutes, the petroleum ether was filtered 
off aM concentrated slowly. Large hexagonal ojpystals of tetra-
fflethylplatiimo wei^ deposited, fhe yield of tetrasethylplatinifli 
was 0.32 gram or Tetmoe^ylplatima is a colorless solid, 
readily soluble in thm cold in benzene, aceto!»i» ether, and 
petiTOleu® ether Cb.p.» 60^^®). It is much less soluble in 
©old alcohol or chloroform. It is insoluble in water ^ d only 
slightly soluble in acetic add. It is the most soluble of the 
organoplatinum ooapounds so far prepared. Its chief distinction 
la regard to solubility is its ready solubility in cold petro­
leum ether (b.p., 6O-8®). This compound has no melting point. 
It decomposes with a slight explosion on heati^ in an open 
flame, tait does not explode with anything near the violence of 
hexamethyldiplatliatffl. Tetmmethylplatinum was identified ^  
analysis. 
Ai^l. Galcd, for Pt, T6.48f C, 18.80; 
H, 4,72. 
FouMt Pt, 76.84f C, 18.321 H, 4,31. 
Msthyllithiua was found to be Ineffective for the trans-
formatioa of trifflethylplatiiaja Iodide to tetrsfflethylplatiiaia. 
On adding triaethylplatinuai iodide to an ether solution of 
aethyllithiua, a white preoipitate forraed. The reaction six-
ture was reflvixed for tea hcmra. Hydrolysis fey means of dilute 
hydroehlorio acid regeiierated triisethylplatiiaia iodide* 
To a aolutioa of 0-S graa of tetraraethylplatimia in 10 
ffll» of bensene was added 1 ail* of beiusoyl chloride* fhis solu* 
tioii was refliixed for one-huMred hours. Mo reaction ooeurred-
The tetmnethylplatimia waa reooverad unchanged. 
fo a solution of 0.1 graa (.CXJ04 mole) of tetraaeth^l-
platirms! in 10 ®1. of ehlorofora was added 0.1 gram (.0C©8 at^a) 
of iodine, this solution was refluxed for twenty-four hours 
with m resotion. fhe tetraae^ylplatinua was recovered un­
changed* 
A solution containing 0.1 of tetraaethylplatimiffi 
in 10 ffll. of petroleum ether (b.p., 60-8®) was heated to Ix^iling* 
Dr^ hyd^^en chloride was passed into the soluticai. White 
crystals of triraetfeylplatimra chloride soon began to deposit 
from the solution. After about fifteen minutes the precipitation 
was 00^1®te. The crystals wei« reaoved and analysed for plati-
i»3S and chlorine. 
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An^l. Galcd. for Pt, 70.T5? CI, 12.90, 
FomAt Pt» 70.20} Ci, 13.10. 
CleaTa^e Reaotiona 
In order to ooiapare the chemical reactivity of tetra-
aietdiylplatimai with that of teti^sethyltia* SOB© olea^age R«-
actione of tetrmsethyltin were run under tiw sane ©onditicme as 
were employed la clearage reactions with tetraswthylplatiiiua. 
fo a solution of 0.72 graraa {0.004 isole) of teti^aiethyl-
tiR in 100 ®1. of ehlorofona was added 1 gran {0.<XJ6 atom) of 
iodine, this solution was refluxed. The iodine eoloraticm was 
gone at the end of four hours, the solution was then satuii^ted 
with araaonia gas which precipitated 1.2 graaa (IC^^) of the a®-
fiionia addlti<^ eompound of trimeth^ltin iodide. This substance 
was identified analysis for iodine. 
Anal. Salcd. for I, 41.24. 
Foundi X, 41.21. 
This experisent was repeated with the same results wito the 
ception that a faint iodine coloration persisted after fcmr 
hours refluxing. 
A solution containing 0.72 grass {0*004 lOKile) of tetra-
aettiyltin in 100 al. of petroleuai e-Uier (b.p., 60-8®) was heated 
to boilir® under reflux. Kry hydrogen chloride was passed into 
the solution for five minutes, fhe solution was Saen cooled and 
the excess hydrogen chloride was removed by reduced pressure. 
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Th© solution was aatul^ted with aa®ionia gas and the petTO-
Imim etoer was reaoved in the ©old under reduced laressure. No 
evidenee of cleavage of the tetr«»ethyltin was obtained* This 
experiaent was repeated with the exception that hydrogen chlo­
ride was passed into the boiling solution for fifteen aimtes. 
Sixty of the affisonia addition eoinpound of triiEMthyltin 
chloride wewi obtainad# 
To a soluti<m containing O-OS aole of iBethylHthiUBt in 
equal parts of ether and beni^ene was added 4 gf^as (0.0133 ®3l©) 
of anhydrcMJS iridins trichloride. This Bsixture was stirred for 
five days at rooa teaperature. The el^er-benzene soluticm was 
filtered froa the solid in the flaslt a*^ ligrdrolysed. Three and 
six-tenthfi grias»i of iridiua trichloride remined unreacted in 
the flaalE. This oaterial was identified by analysis for iridium* 
A^l« Calcd* for IrCljj Ir, 64.45. 
Fo^^nds Ir, 64.42. 
No aetoyliridiua coapound was isolated frcm the reaction. 
Sm at Istia-as, isJJ^ QMs&m Silssya* 
One gram of osnluii was plaoed in a boat in a quartz 
tube and heated to ICKJO® in a current of chlorine for ftair hours* 
The chlorine was dried by passage through three feet of anhy­
drous calcium chloride followed by passage through sulphuriG 
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fteia. Til© exit er^ of th© quartz t«h© was connected to a oal-
citm chloride tube to exclude laoisture. Ti» osaiua ehlorid«e 
for^d were deposited in the cool portion of t^e tuhe froa 
which they wei^ extracted with anhydrous ether, fhe solution 
of otaiua chlorides was added slowly to an ether-laenzeifi^ aolu-
tioa of methylffiagneeiua iodide which was cooled in an ioe^salt 
Mth. reaction was stirred for fcmr hours. A solu­
tion f^eulted with a hlaok deposit In the flasX. Hydrolysis 
was effected by pouring the reaction aixture onto an iced aa-
fflonius chloride solution. Besides osaiua black, <mly a very 
small afflcmnt of tarr^- laaterial could be isolated from the re* 
action, fhis material could not be indt»sed to crystallize. 
Smaa nii ' 
Dt-cg-tolylaerouiry was refluxed for six hours in xylene 
with pi^ered No reaction occurred. 
Powdered iron was heated with tetraphei^llead for eight 
hours at 150u Ho fraction oceuri^d. 
A ^n%em solutim containing 0.05 SKsle of di-g-tolyl-
aercui^ was refluxed with 0*05 aole of anhydrous nickelous 
bromide for six hours. No reaction occurred, fhe benzene was 
replaced quimline to increase the solubility of the nickelous 
broa^de. this mixture was refluxed for ei^teen hours with no 
reaction. 
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Thrm and ono-half graraa of dlphenylsiercury was dla*-
solved In ether aM rsfluxed for eight day» with O.Ol sole of 
anhydr«m« cdfaaltoua hrmd&e* Ho reaction occurred. 
Attempts were imde to prepare the methyl derivatives 
of iron, ooMlt, nickel, and platinua according to the pi^cedure 
of Hilpert and Mt^mr (81) for tla® preparation of disetditylii^miry • 
fwenty graiae of ferrous chloride «rere dissolved in 1^ of 
ten percent hydiKjchloric acid, fhis soltttioa was heated to 90® 
in a water taath and 15 grama of altimiiaim carbide were slowly 
added with shaJeing. The ferrous chloride wa® unchanged. Similar 
experifflents were carried <mt oaing ferric chloride^ cohaltous 
broaide, nici^lmis chloJElde, and platinio chloUde* Ferrie 
chloride was reduced to ferrous chloride and ^le platinie chlo­
ride was ^ ^uced to platinaa. So reaction oceuri^ed with oob»lt« 
ous bro«ide aM niclEelous chloride* 
E^yK^leoditi® wae pi^pared fcgr the action of acetylene 
on t grmmm of aodltm in liquid asoonia* to this solution was 
add^ 0.1 aole of ferroua iodide in 100 ad- of ether. The fer«-
roue iodide foraed an insoluble conplex with the asa^nia before 
actually hitting the liquid, the mixture was stirred for twelve 
hours in liquid ansonia with no reaction, fhe liquid asnu^nia 
was then replaced with ether* fhis was allowed to stand for 
three weitics prior to hydrolyais. No apparent reaction occurred 
no was obtaimd tm hydrolysis. 
(SI) Hilpert and Dit^, IsE., M» 3753(1913) 
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DISCUSSION 
The s«tale of gnmp VIII ahow no tendency for direct 
anion with organic halides to for® orgamaetalllc coiapourade 
iyf)ip* 40). It le possible that organosetaXlic eoii^pounds &r9 
foraed as intenaedtates in the reaction of Iran with organic 
halides to fora coupling products (3<5), tJUt that the conditions 
necessary to bring about tJsie reaction are too strenuous to 
perfflit the existence of organoiron coapounds for a aeasui^ble 
period of time. la an effort to bring about a reaction of iron 
with an ojitsanic halide ur^er milder coMltions, in irtiich an 
oi^anoiron compound Bight be stable, a aercury-iron amlgam 
was prepared ar^ added to ethyl iodide. This B»th<^ proved ii^ 
effective as no reaction occurred. As the finely divided, pyro-
phorie ir<m, produced by the action of &rignard reagents on iron 
halides# sho*r« a high degree of reactivity toward o«ygen, with 
which it reacts to bum spontaneously, and toward water, with 
which it reacts i^pidly to displace hydrogen and form tevrous 
hydroxide (48e)^54), it was hoped ^at this active for® of iron 
might react with organic halides in the same manner as mgnesium 
and thus produce organoiron coatpounds. fhls active fora of iron 
was produced by the action of a^butylmgnesium bromide an ferrous 
chloride. To the ether suspensions of finely divided iron, pre­
pared in this Baanner, was added iodobenzene and te'owsbenzene, 
respectively. Vigorous reaction® occurred and benzene was ob-
talaed on hydrolysia In every ease. However, no evidence of an 
QTganoiron ©o®pound was obtained arw3 ae active Iron produced 
froBi the action of phenylmgnesium bronide on ferrous chloride 
gave no reacticas with iodoben^iene, it is probable that a l^dride 
of iron was fonaed, in the reaction of ajrtwtylarakgnesiu® brosaide 
wito ferrous chloride, which i?edueed l^e iodobenssene and broao-
benzene to benzene* A hydride of iron has been shown to be 
formed in the reaction of diethylzine with ferrous iodide (55)* 
Rie possibility that the reduction might he due to hydrc^en, 
foraed frcai the action of iron on water during hydrolysis, is 
ruled out as no reduction to Iwnzene occurred when pyrophorie 
iron, produced by the action of phenyl®agn»siuffl brofflide on fer­
rous chloride, was hydrolysed in the presence of iodobenssene* 
^e reduction of iodobenzene to benzene probabSy^ takes place 
according to ^ e equationf 
2 -h FeHg -^2 C5% -h Felg . 
fhere is definite evidence that organosetallic co®-
pouads ar« foi^ied, even as intemwsdlates, in the reaction of 
Grlgnard reagents or organolithius coopounds with the haHdes 
of iron, cobalt, niclcel, rutheniua, rtiodiua# palladlua, osmium, 
or iridiuffl* In the reaction of phenyliMtgnesiuffl iodide wi«i fer­
rous chloride, for exai^le, the products of the reaction are bi-
phenyl and iron* These products my be due to ^ e intewasdiate 
foraation of an organoiron coapound (48a){48eH50) . 
CgH^Mgl -h FeClg ^ OgHgFeCl + MglCl 
2  C g H ^ F e C l — +  F e  +  F e C l ^  
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While there la no dlreot evidence that GX^amlron e^apounis are 
foraed as inter^diatea in the reaction of 6rl@aard reagent® 
with iitm halldea, there is indirect evidei^e, l3Sf analogy with 
other coupling reactiona, that the reaotioa occurs in ^ ils waxk* 
mer. Undoubtedly, organoeopper aM oz^anoailver cioi^utida are 
fonsed as intemedlates in the reaction of Orlgimrd res^eniM 
with ©OK>er and silver halides, respectively, as is indicated 
esperiiaeiitB pairposefully carried out to establish this point 
<8t), UMer ordinary conditions copper silver halides are 
exoellent coupling reagents for the prc^uction of R-»R co^minds 
frott ^gX cGi^iouiids C48c)(48d)(83)i84), However, soiae organo* 
silver a®^ organoeopper eoiG^pmiMs have l»en preimred tmm the 
action of Qrtgnard iHsagents oa silver aM oopper halides, re­
spectively <84). Orgaaogold coiQiminds have also been prepared 
froffl the Qrignard i^agent and gold chloride (85)* ^he aost 
characteristic reaction of the copper, silver, and gold c<»h' 
p<3wnd8 is their prorapt and coi^lete decos^sition to R-R 
pound and i»»tal« 
2 Gg%M —^CgHg-C^ + 2 M 
^8f) ju) aiiiBan and Klrby, Rec. trav. chiffl*. 48. 155(19^); 
<b) and Niewla»d, A®, qxm- 1609(1936). 
iti I* lia, 559(1919)1 
(b) fBw»r, |a|-Saiaa. ^  37(1920) 
l£» 4»» jy&» 669(1921)] I (c) 3«&ellariQS and ^ z^sds. Bar-. 
St 322(1924). 
(84) Ti) Reich, Coapt. HX. 322(1922)? (b) Krause and 
WeBMit, Bey». ^^7 2064(1923)1 (e) GIIimoi and Stf^ey, Rec. 
_ . imz* Sa. 821(1936). 
(85) Kharasch and XslMill, £. Jm* Gt^a. Soc.. 2919(19^). 
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Th® first Inatanc® of that particular type of reaoticm between 
a OrigiMtrd reagent and a isetal salt whloh ijwolves ^ e reduction 
of the salt and the oc«ipling of the organic radicals was ob­
served W Bennett said Turner (86) who treated pher^rlaastgnesiuffl 
bxKsaiide with chromic chloride In an atterapt to prepare orgaao-
ehroaius coapouEBas- They obtained bipl^nyl and chfSSBKJUS chlo­
ride in alJiost theoretical yields. 
2 OrGlj + S CgHgMga? —.GgHg-OgHg + 2 CrClg + 2 U^^pGl 
^ter, Hein and co-workers (87) succeeded in preparing a series 
of organochroiBiusi c<»sipounds, includiii^ the phei^l ooi^ound8» 
fre® CJrignard reagents arkl i^iroaic chloride. Stx^ng eooling of 
tlw reactions was necessary in order to avoid coupling products, 
fhese costpounds were unstable and deccKaposed spontaneously with 
ttoe foraation of coupling papoducts. Thus it has been tsfeown in 
several eases ^ at the reaction of Crrignard reagents wi^ soe»i 
netal salts which ox^inarily give coupling pmducts may be eia-
ployed in the preparation of the organic dexiivatlves of these 
i^tals and that the oz^anic derivatives, so fon&ed, decoi^jose 
readily with tl:^ forfflati<m of coupling products. This makes 
the possible formticm of oz^anoiron coi^ounds, as inters^diates 
in tb® reactions of Crrignard reagents with iron salts* seea 
reasonable. This sara® reasoning nm^ be applied to tl«® reaction 
of Qrignai^ reagents with the halides of all of the group ?IIX 
aetals whieh have definitely shown strong coupling tendencies. 
(86) Bennett and Turner, £. Ghaaa. IQQ. 1C^7(1914). 
(87) H®in and co-woi^ers, lac-, 1916, 1936, 2710, 2727(1921)i 
Sac-, 51, 8. eggCifaATTfiir., 5^ 362, 75i(i9a6)( sas., fii. 
2255(1928)1 Sac-. SZ, 1151u9»T. 
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A possible meohanifflB for the reaction of iron halides, 
ete., wi-Wi Grigoard reagents, which does m>% irwolve the as-
sui^tion of orsaiKJffietallios as interaediates^ is that a step­
wise redaction of the halide occurs due to disproporti©nation 
of into H and ^ie HgX, which is an ^cellent reducing 
agent (88), sight tlien reduce ferric chloride, for exai^le, to 
ferrous ehloH.de. fwo E groups might then unite to B«^R# Tkm 
first step of the reaction would toe represented as folloirsi 
RHgX -R + 
2 R —^R-R 
FeGl^ + MgX .FeClg + MgXCl 
The first step of the reacticm of ferric chloride with Orignard 
reagents has laeen shtwnt to a reduction to ferrous chloride 
with fomation of R-R compound (48e). fhe second step of tl» 
reaction, aecordiiEJS to the alwve theory, would consist of a 
reduction of ferrous chloride to a mono-chloride of iron, FeOl, 
which sight ttM>n disproportioimte to ferrmis chloride and iron* 
R%X —^R -H HgX 
2 R—-R-R 
PeGlg + %X -FeCl + MgXGl 
2 FeCl —- Fe 4- FeGlg 
IRi© ferrous chloride fomed disproportioimtion could Umn 
i^act in the ssase manner thus pa^oducing a chain of reactioiusi 
(881 Goal^rg aj^ co-workers, im. Ohem. Soc.. 49. 23^(19^)i 
%Md>. 2455, 4967(1930)1 ibid.. SI, 22^1929)} Mm* 
iBSE- chiffi,. 847(191®). 
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whleh wcaiXd yl«M the sane fliml products as obtained igr a pos-
siMe deeo^sltloa of an Intenaediata orgaaoiroa eorapound# 
The results rei«>rted Weichfelder and fhiede (51)# wiwa ob­
tained only h@mmwB and a l^drlde of iron, FeHg, frosi the re-
actloa of ^ i^l^fcgnesliia bromide and terraaB chloride in an 
atoosptiere of hydrogen, alght considered as evidence for 
this i^ehsniaa. phenyl radical, which vculd be foraed if 
tMs aechaBAsffi is correct, might be readily reduced hydrogen 
to for® benssene rather than ccmplinis to Mphei^^l which was ob­
tained in an atffiosphere of nitrogen. While tiw possibilil^ de­
ists tlmt an interoediate phenylirmi compound sight be cleaved 
by hydrogen to fona benzene, this possibility is reieaote bm no 
oTs&nm&tBllXe coi^ouM, with the possible exoeptiim of tlie 
highly reactive or^^Emlkali eomprnwdLa^ has been found t^ich 
cleaves wii^ such extreiae ease in sji ataosphere of hydrogen* 
On the other hand, bensene might be formed readily durii^ tlMi 
disproportionation of intemediate phenyliron coa^HSund if 
this s^bsts^ce disproportionated to give i^r^l mdicals as 
Intera^ates in tiie fowmtion of M|diei^l« fhe restilts ob­
tained by these authors in the reaction of ferric chloride with 
phenylmgnesitsffi feroaide in an ataosphere of hydw»gen indicate 
that the laechanisffi of •y^e reduction of ferric chloride to fer­
rous chloride my differ from the laechanlsa of reduction of 
ferrous chloride to is^tallic iron as they obtained both M-
phenyl and bensene in this reacticm. 
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In th0 reaction of a^-naphthylotasnesiUB broraid# and oc-
with f«rrouB chloride and ferrma iodid«, the 
yields of Goupling products are low (89) • this fsuggests the 
possiMlity of the existence in aolitti<m of a stable orgsnoiron 
eospoaafl. However, naphthalene is obtained on addition of water 
while benzoyl bromide, which reacts with siieh unreaotlve organo-
oetallic eoapoands as di-£»tolylHH9rcury (90) (which is imaffect-
ed water under the ease conditions) to give ketonea,i gave no 
ketone when added to the reaction mixtures obtained frcm oc-naph"" 
thylffl^gneeiua biH>iaide or otr-naphthyllithiun with ferrous Jmlides. 
Aim, Mr, J. C. Bailie obtained only a trace of of-naphthyllead 
on reaction of o6-naphthyl®agr»siua l»t>®ide with lead 
chloride althmigh a negative color teat was obtained proisptly 
in the reaction, therefore, it is probable 'Uaat the low yields 
of coupling product are not due to an organoiz^n oompouisdt whi<^ 
ia stable in imlution, hut to some Intermediate c^Hi^lest be^een 
the Grigniti^ reagent and the Iron lialide. However, it is known 
that the stability of such relatively unstable OTBanoaotallie 
corapousds as those of copper, silver, and gold (91) increases 
(^) fhese results have been verified in unpublished woi^ by 
Mr. F. J. Frochai^a in this laboratory. 
(90) Oilman, "Ox^anie Ohendstry'*, John Wii©y and Sons, Hew York 
(19^), m* J. p. 418. 
(91) See Khaz^sch sad Xsbell, £• Chmm* 2919(19!^) 
and Oilman aM Straley, Reo. trav* ehia,. SSt» 821(19^)» 
See also, Kn&use and v- Grosse, "I^e Cheade der Metall-
orBacAsehen Verbindungea**, Oeterud«p Bomtrae^er, Berlin 
(%937), p» 7^ for a dismission on the relaticai between 
the mture of the radical and ^le aMlity to form stable 
O3^anoi»tallio ooapot;^** 
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greatly as the eleotTOHsgatlvity of radioal attached to th# 
iietal 1» inoreasM, aiid aa a l<w yield of ooupllr^ product was 
alao obtaliwd In the reaction of 2,4,6-trtaiethylphei^li^snesiuia 
broffllde with eolmltous laroiaide, the highly electronegative 
radicals see® to offer the best promise for the prepazutioxi of 
oJ^an®®etalllc derivatives of iron, oolmlt, niekel, natheniua, 
rh«iiu», and paliadi\im» With the other three loiobera of the 
grot^ VIII ele®»nts, oetniua, iridiaa, anA platir»ia, the tea* 
dency to prodtace eouplliig ja'oducta^ in the reaetioa of their 
hslldes wl-yx phenylaagmsitiffl iodide, is st^h leas wi^ me te»-
deaey to prc3^ee coupling decreasing in the order* oflffldua, 
l3;^dlua, platiiam* If this tendency to produce coupling nay be 
tised as a crltericm for the ability to fona organoaetallie de­
rivatives, then organoosralua eospouMs will im prepared with 
fflost difficulty, oi^anoiriditiffi cos^ounds will be prepared aore 
readily, while oji^anoplatimm coi^unds say be reswliS^ prepared 
if proper precawtioas are observed# On the basis that the 
ability to fora orgaaoffietallic derivatives increases as one goes 
fro® left to right in the tzdads of the groi;^ ¥111 elements, 
ofsanoBietallle eoapounds of nickel sl^mld be prepared ®>r© 
readily tlmn oi^anorhodluas or organortttlienium conpoun^* 
In the reaction of ferric fluoride with phenyloasnesiua 
broaide, benaeiwi was produced on hydrolysis. Mo evidence of an 
interaediate organoiron ccn^pcnind was obtained. The fomation 
of benzene aight be attributed to «ie posslMlity that the 
ferrie fluoride was not anhydrcais. If this were the case, th«a 
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®#thylra8«msluffl "bromide which showed no reaction with ferrie 
fluoi^d® in six montlm should have reacted wito ferric flsaoi^de. 
The reaction is not understood the author at presffist. 
The reactions of phenylzinc ctiloride and ethylzine 
iodide with ferrous iodide have been reported to produce phenyl-
iron iodide and ethyliron iodide, respectively (48e)(57). the 
evidence offered for the existence of a phen^liron coapoisid was 
the for5»ti<»i, on hydrolysis, of benzene and ferr^s hydiTOSside, 
which according to the author contair»d only a negligible 8®€Hmt 
of ztm hydroatide* The evidence offered for the existeiMse of 
the @%hylirm eowpmind was the fonaatioa of ferrous hydroxide 
on hydrolysis accompaiiled by evolution of ethane. It was also 
stated that no gas was evolved during the reaction of etl^lisiiMs 
Iodide with ferrous iodide. The solution of etl^liron iodide 
deposited ircm on standir^ and evolved gases which consisted 
of a mixture of ethane and ethylene (58). The reactions of 
phenylzinc chloride and etl^lKinc iodide with ferrous iodide 
were investigat€>d in this thesis wca^. The evidence obtained 
indicated that the inaction of pher^lzinc chloride with fex^ous 
iodide proceeded to the formation of biphenyl gaid aetallic iron* 
The hj^f^xides obtained on hydrolysis at ^ e end of the jnsaction 
period given by Ghafflpetier {48e), for the coogjletion of reaction 
between phenylzinc chloride ai^ ferrous iodide, wer« found to 
contain large saounts of zinc hydroxide rather than the inappre­
ciable quantities iraaicated Chainpetier {48e5. Checks of tiie 
ratio of alnc hydroxide to ferrmts hydroxide and of benzene to 
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obtained on hi^dpolysls of allquots at various inter-
Tals, showed that the amount of biphenyl increased regularly as 
the ammmt of ferrous hydroxide Increased* Furtheraore no dif­
ference in reactivity was found between phenylzinc chXon^de aM 
the supposed pheii^liron iodide. Both solutions reacted with 
benzoyl chloride to give benzophenone, and neither gave a 
action with allyl bromide. The reaction of ethylzim iodide 
with feiwus Iodide was founa to proceed in a sliallar narmer* 
The evolution of gas during the reaction was slew, but oontln-
uous. Measurements of the volume of gas collected froa the 
reaction together with the ratio of zinc hydroxide to ferrous 
hydTOXide, obtained on hydrolysis, inSicated the reaction to be 
proceeding slowly, but without the fosraatlon of an orBanoiron 
cosBpouK^. ^e results obtained in this sttidy have convinced the 
author that no organoiron compound is obtained in either reaction, 
Imt that the reactions proceed in the saro manner as do the re­
actions of the corresponding Grlgnard reagents with ferrous 
iodide, with the exception that the reactions ar« mich slower* 
©limn and Kirby (69) have reported the reaction of 
nlcltelous cyara51e» IfiCONjg, with phei^laagnesiua broraide to pro­
ceed with sufficient heat of reaction to maintain a gentle 
fluxing of the ether used as a solvent. 'Eliey obtained only a 
tsf^ee of biphenyl on hydrolysis. This result gave promise of 
the reaction as a satisfactory aethod for the preparation of & 
phenylnlckel eoispound- Ho sention was aade in their report as 
to whether the nickelous cyanide esplc^ed by them was mihydrous. 
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Iji this thesis work, anhydrous nlckelous cyanide was prepared 
dehj-dration of the hydrated salt. Addition of this aitiiy-
drous salt to phenylaiagnesiuHi bromide gave no reaction of suf­
ficient vigor to cause any warrolng of toe ether. The oolor 
test reaained positive after three weeks stirring aM h^drolysitt 
at this point gave a twenty-seven peroent yield of Mpheaiyl. 
It is prot»ble that the commercial nickelofus cyanide esplc^ed 
Qilmn and Klrl^ (69) was not anhydiwus and -Uiat tlie reaction 
of anhydrous niekelous cyanide with phenylmgnesiua Imsaide Is 
itistmally slow, twt proceeds ultiaaately to bipheaayl and aetallic 
nid^l* 
As the reaction of the Grignard reagent and orgamlith-
%\m coi^ouMs on iron, colmlt, or nickel halides gave little 
pir^Msise of yielding organoisetallic coopcainds, other methMs were 
investigated in attempts to prepare these eaibatances. 
Organoalufflirmra cospcatnds have been prepared ^  cleavage 
of organolead coaipounds miVi ariiydrous alumlnua chloride (92)* 
^is reaction suggested the possibility that organoiron coi^Ksiinds 
raight prepared In the same maimer, tliat is, "bist cleavage of 
orgamlea^ compcmMs witOi iron halides. The addition of antqr-
drous fet^c chloride to tetraethyllead effected a proiapt and 
coi^lete reduction of the ferric ehloride to ferrous chloride# 
This reaction furaishes a convenient nset^od for the preparation 
of pare anhydrcnis ferrous chloride. Tetraethyllead was found to 
(92) yigmblished studies in this laboratory Isy Mr# L» D. Apperson. 
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iHs witomat aetloii on ferrous iodide, ferrous chloride, ool^ltous 
broffilde, and niekelous bromide* Chloroplatinie aeid was reduced 
iiora»diatel3r tetraethylles^ to deposit oetallie pXatimm* 
SrignaM reagents H»y be obtained l^y the action of the 
binary system, llgXg Mg, on some trivalent organolead coopounds 
(93)* This suggested the possibility that organoiron ooispounds 
might be formed in a similar manner from trivalent oz^ganolead 
eompounds and a mixture of iron and ferrcms iodide in ether* 
%e reaction was attempted and an immediate z^action occurred 
which was quite complex. Although the color of ferrous iodide 
disappeared and lead chloride ai^ tetr^-p-anisyllead were pre­
cipitated, the iron, in some uxi&novn form, remained in e^ier 
solution. Ho evidence as to the nature of the ir(m coiBpouM 
was obtained. Addition of benzoyl bromide to the solution gave 
no ketone, while addition of water precipitated fei^e hydroxide. 
Di-^anisyllead dilodide was obtained from the hydrolysis pro-
duets along with a mixture of other unidentified organolead com-
pouMs» A search was made for anlsole, which should have been 
formed on hydrolysis if a £-anieyHron compound was ii^drol^sed, 
in the hydrolysis products, but none was found* The same re» 
suits were obtained when tri-jg;-anisyllead and ferrous iodide 
were brought together in ether solution without metallic iron 
beic® present. The reaction was not due, therefore, to a binary 
system of Fe + Feig* The reaction is anal<%ouB to the reaction 
(93) Unpublished studies in tills laboratory Mr. J. G. Bailie. 
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obtained by Mr. J. C. Bftille (93), who obtained eiffillar results 
frojB ^  reaction of trlvalent orgaaolead eoi^pcmnds with mg-
nesius iodide in ^ e absence of metallic magnesiua* He obtained 
no Grignard reagent fro® this reaction, therefore it is prol^ble 
that no organoir^ compound was formed in the reaction of fer­
rous iodide with tri-jg-anisyllead* the oe^anisra of the reaction 
is not understood. 
M-jg^-tolylffiercury could not be induced to react with 
anhydrous nickelmis br<Mald« by refluxing -Wie two together for 
six hours in benxene, followed by eighteen hours refluxing in 
quinoli^* fhe quinoline was used in an effort to increase the 
solubility of the nickelous brosilde. tUphenyXmremj saw no 
reaction with anhydrous colmltous bromide on refluxing the ether» 
used as a solvent, for eight days, fhe organoE^rcury coiQ^ouiids 
a.rm evidently of too low an order of reactivity to react with 
^ese halides* 
Atteagjts to prepare !s»thyl derivatives of iron, commit, 
nickel, axsd platlnus through the action of alusinuia oarMde axsSL 
hydz^chloric acid cm the halides of these isetals wezHi unaiccessful* 
No reaction was obtained exceptii^ in the eases of ferric chlo­
ride and platinio chloride. The ferric chloride was reduced to 
ferrous chlm^ide and the platinio ohloz^de was reduced to ^ tal* 
lie platiima. This reaetion had been employed lif Hilpert and 
Ditaar C81) for the pjf^paration of i^thylia^rcury, a»thylbiBBauth, 
and methyltin coatp<»2Ms. 
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Organometallio eompouMs in whioh thd carbon attached 
to metal is oonneeted by a triple bond to the adjacent carbon 
have been sho«m in sc^ oaeea to be the m>st stable class of 
organo!Mtalii© derivatives {50)<87). a-Butyleteyr^laagneaiuffi 
broaide gives no organooetallie derivative of iron frtien re­
acted with ferric chloride (50). In the hope that an e'y^nyliron 
cosspound might be more stable than an ||*l»}tyletl^i^lir%»i 
pound, the reaction of ethynylsodiua with fen?oas iodide was 
attempted in licpid assaonia* Idqiiid amonia was used as a sol­
vent media as it is an excellent solvent for ethyi^lsodiiai, 
which is insoluble in ether, and has the additional advantage 
of maintainir^ a low teai^ratiire. However, when the reaction 
was attempted, the ferrous iodide formed a cc^plex with amK>nia 
which was so Insoluble that no reaction took place* 
Organoplatimim cospounds are readily prepared the 
action of Orignard reagents on anhydrous platinaa halides* 
Certain of the nethylplatinum coi^ouisis are crystalline and 
be readily purified and identified* Aside fK)B toose aethyl-
platimm compounds which are czystalline there is no crystalline 
oj^anoplatinua cospound described in the literattire and none, 
other than methyl derivatives, was isolated in this thesis work, 
l^one of the cos^ounds so far isolated have iselt-
ir^ points. 
Aitfiydrous platinic chloride reacted readily with ^enyl-
magnesium iodide with the formation of a complex ooapouM. fhe 
first precipitate to appear in the reaction isixt^e had a golden 
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eolor. On aadition of sufficient (Srignard reagent to give an 
excess (ten equivalents of phenylaagr^sius iodide were added in 
the reaction before a solution was obtaii^ which persisted in 
giving a eolor test), the golden precipitate was no longer in 
evidence and a heavy white precipitate was pres®at in th» in­
action flask, this precipitate contained aagnesiua in the ratio 
of two aM five-tenths atoms to one of platimm. fhis aaount 
of laagnesiuii fails to account for the Grignard reagent intro­
duced into the reaction. However, the ether l^er contained 
platinuffl in soi» soluble coapoui^ which aay have had a larger 
proportion of aagneslua. The rai^nesium In the insoluble pre* 
cipitate could not be reraoved repeated extraction with ether, 
this precipitate evidently contained &rf,gnard z^agent in l^e 
form of a complex with tiie platinlc chloride, or a reacti<m pi^ 
duct of the platinlc chloride with the Grlgnar^ reagent, as it was 
sensitive to air and moisture. The Grlgnard reagent was not 
present In a normal reactive condition as this precipitate did 
not give a color test# Hydrolysis of the coisgjlex produced aag-
nesiuBf-free organic aaterial containing platiisim* fhis material 
was aaorphous aM evidently consisted of a alxfeir« of coopounds 
as soi^ solvents would only partially dissolve the material aM 
analyses for platinuiB varied with differing firactions of "toie 
material* fhis material contained iodine and was undoubtedly a 
ffiixture of phenylplatinua eoiB^oftuids as %re&tmnt of the material 
with boiling nitric acid gave 4,4*»dlnitrobiphenyl tlais proving 
the presence of phei^l groups in the raaterial. The possibility 
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©xists that some biphenyl was present in the mterial and was 
nitrated to fora 4,4*-dinitrol)iphei^l. This possibility is 
reaot® as tho ®at«rial had been extracted several tiiaes wi^ 
benzene in which biphenyl is very soluble. fh« 4,4*»dinitro-
bipher^l m&f have l^ea forpwd by cleavage of phei^lplatinum 
bond with the fowaation of biplwr;^! which was ®ibseq\«int]^ 
nitrated, or the pl»ii^l groups ^ y have been nitrated prior to 
cleavi^e. 
It is not surprising that a aixture of eoaipofunds would 
result fr^m the action of phenylaagnesium iodide on platinio 
Ghloi^de as the action of met^liaagnesiuffi iodide on platinic 
chloride produces a mixture of cosipounds* fhe a^ri^us nature 
of the phenylplatimKB ©orapounds togeth^t^* with tiieir lack of 
meltii^ points Gsade it ia^ssible to separate the coiapoir^ts 
of the mixture into definite individual cosipounds. 
The reaeti(m of siethyli^^esiura iodide with platinic 
chloride is very complex atu3 has not been woi^ed out in a satie* 
factoiT mmrmr* Pope and Peachey (1) reported trimethylplatiiais 
iodide froES the reaction, Iwt they gave ik> yields of this piquet 
and reported no other products. In this ^ esis work, an attespt 
was made to isolate all of the products of the x^action. As tri-
ffiethylplatimm iodide was the product desired in this work as a 
starting material for the preparation of other compounds, the 
optimta conditions for the preparation of this ooio^ia^ were also 
studied. tJnder the best conditions found toe yield of tilaetl^l-
platinuffl iodide was forty percent. A vei^ small amount of tetr?t-
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^thylplatlnuffl was also Isolated frora tiie reaction- fhis com-
pouM was Identified crystal form, solubility, and aiialysia 
for platinua. A small amount of a black, crystalline solid which 
was apparently a pure coi^ound was Isolated* Analyses of this 
cospouM indicated the compound as being methylplatimm p^t»» 
iodide. The presence of a ^ thyl group was not pro-red, but & 
methyl group would exactly account for the portion of the ooa-
pcmM which was not platinum and iodine. Purtlieraore, the z^tio 
of iodine to platinua in the coapouM was five atoms to CK«i# 
Ho Inorganic platimm iodide has mtch a coatposition. Also on 
wai^ng a solution of the aethylplatlnum pentaiodide oa a steaa 
plate, a blaet, aiaoz^hous, inroluble laaterial was precipitated 
which contained one less sole of iodine. Analyses of tMs 
material for plating and iodine corresponded to the oalmilated 
tralues for s»sthylplatimai trilodide. Varimis lections of dif­
ficultly soluble platiz»Jui-containii% laaterials were isolated froa 
the reaction. Analyses of ^ese fractions for platinya and 
iodine corresponded to the calculated values for methylplatinus 
triiodlde and diffiethylplatlnutt diiodide, respectively. However, 
as these saterials were not crystalline and had m lilting points, 
it was is^ossible to identify the® as definite cheiaieal coa-
poxmds. Much of the laaterlal isolated froa this reac^on under­
went chs^es in solubility duxli^ the Isolation procfss. Hie 
laechaniira of these solubility changes reiaains undetensimd, but 
stay "be due breaking down of a double co^ound* fho only ab» 
solute evidence obtained as to the na^re of the difficultly 
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eoluMe materials was ^ at thsy contalmd platlmm and iodins 
and would teiana in a current of oxygen. No chlorine was fo%ind 
in &iKsr of the platinus^containing products of the reaction with 
the possible exception of an easily soluble complex which con* 
tained large aaounts of m&emetvm* This material was not 
analysed* 
Me^ylsiagxibssium iodide z*eaoted with platinmis <^oride 
with the foraiatioa, on hydrolysis, of an ai^rphous» difficultly 
soluble material which analysis indicated as beii^ dime^^l* 
platinoa diiodide* This ^ terial was thm Bam in ai^eax^oioe and 
solubility as the isaterial obtained frewi tiw reaction of ®»tli^l* 
sa^esitm iodide with platinic chloride which analysed for di* 
ae^jylplatinuffl diiodide. It is surprising %o obtain what is 
apparently a tetrairalent platizmia oosipound the aotion of a 
Grlgnard reagent, which is nomally a strong reduoij^ agent, on 
a divalent platintm halide wittiout dispr^portionation and de« 
positi^ of metal* The reaction may not have been due to an 
oxidation of the piatinous chloride by the Grignard reagent 
tmt have been due to prelininary fonaation of ae^t^lplatiznxs 
iodide, followed by addition of methyl iodide which was present 
in the solution* 
The reaction of oC-naphthylaagnesiuia bromide with 
piatinous ehlort.de proceeded to the forrastion of di-<x-na^thyl-> 
platinufflt* The foznaaticm of a divalent platinum compoixnd in this 
ease, instead of a tetravalent coopmind as was formed fz^m stethyl-
magnesiUB iodide, say prtilmbly Im attrilMted to l^e steric 
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liiadriBS©® of t^e mich larger oc-naphthyl group®. I^*oc-»iiaphtlQrl'» 
platinam was not obtained in a pure condition to ita laoic 
of ofyst&Xline struci<&i2re* This ooBip<mnd decomposed on iieatizi^ 
with a vmry distinct odor of naphUiaXene. An attest to pre* 
pare oC^benzoyXnaphtoalene by refliixing a a-*y2.ene solution of 
di-or-naphthylplatima with bsns»^l broaide gave a very un^* 
pected re^lt. the platimia ooapomid acted as a cor^ensii^ 
agent wi^ the foimtioa of 2,4-diaethylbea2oj^enoi» in a good 
yield, thtn reawsrtion was repeated with anhydrous platinio 
chloride, rather than di-cf-naj^thylplatimia, as the condensing 
agent. An equally good yield of 2,4-diael^ylbenjBophenone was 
obtained* ^us it is apparent that soiira platims cos^otx^s 
ms^ b® ei^loyed as catalysts for the preparation of 2,4-diaethyl-
bensophemne from l^ensoyl bromide aM Platis^ co^ 
pouMs say be fmtnd to be effective condensing agents for %lm 
prepai^tion of other ketones* 
In a pz^liainary attempt to pr«^ar« Imametb^ldiplati* 
nura, triitet^ylplatixBia iodide was added to li<|uld ayEmonia* Id-
quid amonia failed to dissolve this coopoiuid* Addition of 
senilis to the liquid aaraonia csoised the ^isetliylplatinuis iodide 
to dissolve and i^Hnoved the color of sodium froa the liipid a®» 
sonia. Evapo3raition of the liquid M®onia left a water soluble 
coapoimd which regei^rated trisMiithylplatimsi iodide on addition 
of hydwKjhloric acid, fhe nature of the water soluble c^>ouM 
was not investigated. HexMietoyldiplatinaaa was prepared by boil­
ing a benzene solution of trioethylplatima iodide with potassiua. 
••100-
2 + 2 K —-(CH3)5Pt-Pt(CK3)5 + 2 KI 
fhis eonpound is apparently ooapleteXy undiasociated at the 
freemii^ point of as laoleoular weight detertaim-^ona 
gave values slightly high«r than th# €»aleulated value for heaca-
isethyldiplatinus* fhe eonpouaa is of a somewhat unsatairated 
nature, however, as it absorbed iodine readily with the form-
tion of triffiethylplatinum iodide. 
(C^)3PVPt{CH3)3 + Ig--2 (CH3)3PtI 
fhe iodine In trii^thylplatinuia iodide saay replaced 
a methyl group, foraing teti^yaethylplatin^, through the 
aotion of ffie'Ulylsodi^tla• 
<CH353?tX + CHjIla —- (GH3)4Pt + Mai 
IftBthyllithiua was foaM to be ineffective for this transforma­
tion. This s^y due to the unumtally strong platimm to 
iodine bond in triiaethylplatinuBi iodide or it may be due to 
the fozmti^ of «n insoluble coaplcK between triaethylplatinttffi 
iodide and Ksth^llithiuiB. A whit© preoipitate was formed icoaed-
iately on sddiJ^ trlmel^lplatlniija iodide to a solution of 
ffietl^lllthluB. ttoe insolubility of tiio eos^lex t<^ether with 
the addM sterio hirklraiwe effects ma^ acommt for the diffi­
culty of replaceBient of the iodine Isy a aethyl group in the 
reaction of tz^s^tihiylplatimaa iodide wi^ sethyllit^iwes* Som 
tetrai i^^ ylplstiimn was probably foras^d in this reaction as a 
very siiall amount was isolated from the reaction of i^thyloag* 
nesiuffl iodide with platinic chloride, but th© properties of 
tetz^iii^thylplatiaiaB were uwSmmn at the time the reaction was 
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canilsd out and ao toti^iaothylplatlniaa was isolatedit 
The or^&nQpl8,tAnmL eoj^ounds are apparently the least 
reactive of all kncwn orgaaometallic coiBpounaB with the possible 
exoeptlbn of tim orgaaotln coapounde. TetraiEMjthylplatli»m was 
foaaa to be ty^ffeoted tsy iodine In twiling chlorofora la a per­
ish of twenty-fmir hours, while tetrsaiethyltin was eleaved to 
trli^tfeyltin Iodide fey iodine under tlMs same ccaidltioiai In four 
hours, fhus tetrasethylplatlnus is less reactive tcnrard Iodine 
than is tetrasethyltin. However, tetramethylplatlmia was quan­
titatively cleaved hydrogen chloride in holling petroleim 
ether 6o*»8®) to triaethylplatlrami ohlc»>lde la fifteen to 
twenty ninutes* fetrasetl^ltin uMer the aam conditions showed 
hut a •femoe of cleavage to tnraethylt^ chloride* I^e to the 
extreiae dlfflmil^y of recovei^ng a e^ll aaount of urusha^ed 
tetx^iMittgrltln froa a large amount of petrolmiia ether Cl3.p»> 60'B^), 
ui»Bhaa©Sfd tetranethyltlnt was not recovered and «ie i^isslblllty 
<^i8ts that the highly vt»lfttlle tetz^ethyltln siay liave heen 
lost during the atteopted reaotloii« Further work is feels® oar* 
rled out em this reaction. On the basis of present eirtLdetso©, it 
mmy fee comludM that tetx^aaethylplatimm is laore reactive toward 
hydrogen chloride than Is tetJMuaetl^ltln. Neither tetraaethyltln 
nor tetr^methylplatinuBi have been found to react with acid chlo­
rides to for® Icetones* ftius the relative reactivities of tetr»-
rae^iyltln and tetrasethylplatlmia are as yet ortly partially de* 
tentim^* 
As the imth^X compmn^m of platlmus are the only crys-
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tallin® oreaiioplatirjua coapounds so far reported, and as tlw re­
action of phenylsffitgneaiua iodide with osraiura trichloride and i-
ridiuffl trichloride, respectively, gave protsise that orgaiK>Betal-
lie derivatives of these n^tals might be prepared, atteapts vierm 
made to pTep&re "Use methyl derivatives of these laetals in the 
hope of obtalniT3®5 eryetalline eoi^ounds* The reaction of ia®thyl-
aagneeiua iodide witli oesEaiwiB chloride gave skj crystalline pro­
duct. A slight asBOunt of black, tax^, oaaiua-ocmtainii^ mater­
ial waa obtained, the prediction appears to be warar^ted, how­
ever, tiist orsanoosmiuffl eoi^jouads will be prepared ar^ id^ti* 
fied when lai^er aaounte of oi^ua are available* A slight 
change in teohEdlqpae la carryir^ out ^e reaction of Grlgmrd 
agents with oaaiua halides say be necessary. *016 reaction of 
phenyli^neeitHB iodide wi-^ irldiua trichloride proceeded so 
sl^ly, probably due to the extrea© insolubility of iridium tri­
chloride, that the mrm highly reactive aethyllithium was us^ 
in an attempt to px^si^ure a sethyliridiua co:^30uad frcaa Iridium 
trichloi^d#. fhe reacticm was stilled for five day« prior to 
hydrolysis, "fhe Isi^er portion of tiie iridium trichloride was 
recovered urKSlaanged* No laetJhyliridiim e<MQpouiid was found in the 
reaction products- It Is the opiaioas of tlie author that if a 
more soluble anhydrcais iridiusi halide could be prepared and re­
acted with isetl::^ls^msi.uii iodide under the sa^ conditions em* 
ployed in pi^parlng ti^ett^platimiB iodide, that a satisfac­
tory yield of a aethylirldlua coapmind would result* 
10> 
SUMKAHT 
Tim literature has been surveyed in regard to ox^gano* 
aetalli© oo^pimnds of the grcnip VIII elements* 
the preparation of orgs^metallie derivatives of iron, 
oo1^1t» and niekel was attempted by several methods* Ho srii^*> 
denoe for the fonnition of these ooapcmnds was obtalzi^* 
•fhe reaction of phei^lmagiMslua iodide with ferrous 
chloride, oo1»tltot2S broside, nickelous broside, rutheniijosi txrl-
chloride, and palladiua ohloride proceeds to the ftxemXitm of 
the corresponding metal and blphe^srl in <ptsucktitative yields* 
fh© yields of biphenyl In reaction of pher^laagnesiua 
iodide with osiduffl trichloride, iridiua trichloride, and pla­
tinio chloride are less than quantitative with iim yields de-
ereasii^ in the orderi Os>Ir>Pt. Platinie chloride reacts 
with ph^ylmgnesium iodide with the formtion of a alxture of 
aiojrphous pher^lplatimm eoiq^nds. 
Bisetl^lplatintra dllodide is obtained from the reaction 
of aet^lmagnesiua iodide and pla^Lx^ous chloride* l>l«-ct*naph-
thylplatln^ is obtained from the reaction of oc-naphthylmsignesiua 
bromide and platinous chloride. 
The reaction of ae^^lmagnesius iodide with platinio 
chloride is coi^lex. frlaiethylplatiiaisi iodide isay obtained 
froffl ^Is reaction in forty percent yields, along with a slight 
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aaount of t«tn«i©thylplatiniaBi, m©thyXplatii»iai p«iitalodld«, and 
soBtd ai^xi»houa platinum coa^ouz^a whose anaXysea coz^espond to 
the ealouXated TaXues for metl^XpXatimiBi triiodide and di» 
aeW^lpXatiiiBW diiodide, rei^etivoXy. 
HexamethyXdipXatinuiB is obtaixied ^  the aetion of listaX-
Xie potassium cm i^aiel^XpXatimss iodide* fe^pmmetl^XpXatiniara 
is obtained the aetion of laethyXsoditta on txloett^XpXatintai 
iodide^ 
Ho erystaXiine prodiaot was obtained frm the action of 
methyXosagiu^siim iodide on osmiiam ehXoride* 
Iridium triehXorlde gave no reaction in five days with 
fflethyXiithium* the lack of reaction was prolmhXy due to ^le 
extre^ insoXuMXity of iridium trichloride* 
fhe predicticm is made timt organc^ietaXXie e<:»qpo^£Q^s 
of osmium and iridium will pmpared* 
